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ABSTRACT 
Nowadays, CSR projects are considered as an important tool in the point of addressing to 
customers' expectations on the social dimension, owing to that bringing the potential 
customers to the portfolio and establishing long-tem1 relationships with them. 
Considering its strong financial structure and efficiency of the distribution channels, the 
banks are the most important corporations in the economic system and their sustainability 
is strongly related to the service quality and the customer relationship. The banking sector 
in which the competition increases day by day, meeting customers' expectation of service 
quality becomes essential, however, the commitment for excellent service quality is not 
suffici ent to mai ntain the competition advantage of the institution. Therefore, thi s study 
basically focu ses on exami ning corporate socia l responsibility approach that has an 
increas ing importance and function at the point of differentiation and contributi on to 
sustai nability in teııı1 s of Turkish banking sector. Accordingly, the effects of both 
corporate social responsibility and service quality on corporate image, customer 
satisfaction and loyalty in the view of bank customers are aimed to be measured . 
Consequentl y, in order to test the proposed hypotheses and to li ght the way for the CS R 
projects to be implemented by the banks, a questionnaire cons isting of 47 questions was 
appli ed to 242 bank customers. For the purpose of testing the re lationships, correlation 
and regression analys is are utili zed. The findings of the analysis support the s i gn ifıcant 
majority of the proposed hypotheses . 
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ÖZET 
Günümüzde, müşterilerin sosyal boyuttaki beklentilerine hitap etmek, bu sayede 
müşteriler il e uzun vadeli ili şk il er kurmak ve potansiyel müşterileri portföye kazandırmak 
noktasında kurumsal sosyal sorumluluk projeleri önemli bir araç olarak 
değerlendirilmektedir. 
Gerek dağıtım kanall arının yoğunluğu gerekse güçlü finansal yapıları gözönünde 
bulundurulduğunda ekonomik system içindeki en önemli kurumlardan olan banka l arın 
sürdürülebilirliğ i hizmet kalitelerine ve müşteril eri yle olan ili ş kilerine bağlıdır . Rekabetin 
her geçen gün a rttı ğı bankacılık sektöründe müşterilerin kaliteli hi zmet beklenti sini 
karş ıl amak zorunlu hale gelmekl e beraber baş lı başına kaliteli hizmet taahhüdü rekabette 
avantaj üstünlüğünün tesisi için yeterli olmamaktadır. Bu nedenl e, bu ça lı şma temel 
olarak fark lılı k yaratma ve sürdürül eb ilirli ğe katkı sağlama noktas ınd a fo nksiyonu ve 
önem i a ıian kurunısal sosyal so rumluluk yak l aş ımını Türk bankacılık sektörü aç ı s ından 
incelemeyi amaç l amaktadır. Bununla birlikte, kurumsal sosyal sorum luluğun yanı s ı ra 
hizmet ka li tesinin müşteri memnuniyeti , kurum imajı ve sadakat üzerindeki etki sinin 
ölçü lmesi hedeflenmektedir. 
Bu bağlamda, ortaya atı l an hipotezleri test etmek ve bank a l a rın gerçekl eştirecek l eri 
kurumsal sosyal so rumluluk projelerine ı ş ık tutmak amacıyl a 47 sorudan o luşan bir anket 
toplam 242 banka müşterisine uygul anmı şt ır. İli şki l erin test ed ilmes i amac ı y l a korelasyon 
ve regresyon anali zlerinden faydalanı l mıştır. Yapılan ana li zler sonucu elde edil en 
bulgul ar öneril en hipotezlerin önemli çoğun luğunu desteklemiştir. 
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CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION 
In our rapidl y globa li z ing world , both enterpri ses and indi viduals are in an intensive 
interaction with each other. Recentl y, by the effect of the İnternet and social medi a, the 
intensity of thi s relati onshi p has grown and increased mutual interaction. Tn this dynamic 
environment, institutions, especiall y commercial organizations have to observe and 
analyze the prioriti es , preferences, ex pectati ons and sensitiviti es of the indiv iduals; also 
they must detern1ine their pos itions accordin g to these analys is. 
lt wouldn ' t be wrong to say that indi vid uals', in other words consumers' intense 
communi cati o n w ith each other, especiall y thro ugh the Internet and social rn edi a 
increasingly has ga ined power on infl uencing econo mic and social balances. T here is no 
do ubt th at the s ituat ion has prevented th e commercia l organi zat io ns, parti cul arly profit-
based companies to observe someth ing pass ively especiall y about the issues the society 
shows scnsiti vity. The sustainabi li ty of the companies that penetrate to the people's life 
with their brands must be questi o ned in -cl epth in terms of only fo cusing on fı n an cial 
po wer witho ut creating socia l benefıts in th e wo rlcl that needs, habits and even values are 
reshaped rap idly. Part icul arly, mul tinati o nal and large compani es which fo recasted th at 
merely profit-o ri ented approaches can not be suffıc i ent fo r sustainab ili ty, have 
appreci ated the CSR proj ects as a strategic necess ity by taking into acco unt the dense 
competition due to the global econorni c cris is emerged in the !ast quarter of 2008 and are 
stili fe lt its effects in many areas. 
Today, corporate social responsibili ty has become a concept that we freq uentl y hear. 
Both in the world and in our country, many companies and instituti ons have developed 
and impl emented some proj ects on co rporate social responsibility fı eld bes ides their 
regul ar co rnm ercia l act iviti es. So, the instituti ons' efforts in the fı eld of corporate social 
respo nsibility have increased because of the comrnuniti es ' increasing awareness 
especiall y abo ut global warming ancl natura l resources pro tecti on. On the other hand , in 
today' s com petit ive business wo rld , it can be seen a strategic necessity that protecting the 
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ex isting va lues as well as creating awareness about values for the companies to reach 
consumers and to strengthen ti es with their customers. The fact that the profıt-making 
organi zati ons know that the social needs of indi viduals and develop social responsibility 
projects to sati sfy these needs, CSR is considered as not only a great marketing too l but 
a lso a strong comınunicati o n ınean s. However, CS R proj ects must be developed by 
considering the subj ects which custoıners and potenti al customers are aware of or even 
created new social awarenesses. lnvesting on the CS R projects which have the low level 
importance or irnpact on the community may cause both fınancial and marketing fa ilures 
fo r the insti tutions and compani es, so these kind of proj ects should be considered as 
seri ous marketing communi cation investment. 
Moreover, insp ite of its cost, corporate social responsibility can be considered as a too l 
whi ch has a s i gni fıca nt effect on the image of the instituti ons, today. However, prov id ing 
that thc social responsibi li ty proj ects are developed and implemented by conside ri ng 
soc icty"s sensitiv itics they can have con fıden ce-enh a n cin g effcct in term s of the 
inst itutions. On the other hand, corporatc socia l responsibili ty can be taken into acco unt 
asa mea ns of risk managemcnt (Sp rink le and Maines, 20 1 O). 
Undoubted ly, one of the main ınotivat i ons for corporate social responsibili ty activities 
whi ch exccuted by fırms to provide ben efıts for society with surely esteem fro m that 
these acti vities have become an importa nt marketi ng too l (Fahlioğull a rı , 2009). C urrently 
used trad itional marketing methods aren't effecti ve in reshaping customers' habits and 
preferences and in estab li shi ng and protecti ng the bridges between customers and 
compani es. As it becomes easier to access to kn owledge by technological advancement, 
to contact with a hi ghl y i n fo ııııed customers ' needs, a company mustn 't lim it its acti on 
just fo r ın eeting cus to ın e rs expectati ons so lely by provid ing the good they seek, but a lso 
has to acco mpany it by rea li z ing precision of social and environmental issues even 
. . 
ı n creas ı ng awareness. 
lt is often possib le to see the banks whi ch acts as a bri dge between those who seek 
fundin g with those who suppl y fu nds and are have an increasing economic acti vity w ithin 
the sys teın , have attached iınpo ı1ance in a strategic way to the social and enviro nmental 
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changes and CSR. lndeed, the banks recently have aimed to strengthen the links with 
their customers and potential ones by introducing their CSR projects as well as product 
adveıiisements , and even more often. 
1.1 The aim and the scope of the study 
In a li sectors including banking sector, the requireınents such as price policy, product 
di versity and accessi bility are not suffıci ent anymore in tenns of establishing long-term 
and sustainabl e relationships wi th customers. For that reason, banks also have to meet the 
customers ' social expectations with their personalities and posturings. Furthem1ore, it is 
vital that banks attach importance to the social subj ects as well as other components 
whil e developing their marketing strategies. 
in this study, substan tiall y, the extent to wh ich the banks ' approaches in the fıeld of CS R 
impact on custoıners in terın s of corporate image, customer sati sfacti on and loya lty 
con text aims to be exami ned. Add iti onall y, thc effcct of service quality is aiıned to be 
exanıined on the samc dependent variables. 
Not merely cxaming thc relationship between aforementi oned variab les, thi s study also 
aiıns to exp lore the answers for the fo llowing questi ons in teııns of fuıiher research and 
managerial impli cations; 
Do the custoıners attach importance to banks' CS R projects? 
Do customers view those projects reali stic and reliable? 
Will the diversity and prevalancy of the banks ' CSR projects be increased? 
Which types of CSR projects must be developed by the banks? 
The stud y suggests a conceptual model to research the effects of CS R and serv ice quality 
on co rporate iın age, customer satisfaction and loyalty in the Turkish baı1king sector. Both 
by the purpose of ana lyzing the relationship drawn in the conceptual model and 
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answenng the aforementioned questions, a survey ıs carried out with a convenıence 
sample selected from bank customers. 
To sum up, this study aims to both provide contribution for the relevant literature and for 
managerial decision on CSR implications via empirically testing the conceptual model 
determinants. This study that underlined CSR as an emerging marketing tool and a 
strategic approach in Turkish banking sector as well as aimed to provide different 
perspective on thi s field is organized as follows; 
ln Chapter Two, relevant literature is summarized and some examples about several 
global and local banks' CSR projects are given. in Chapter Three, hypotheses and the 
conceptual model related to thi s research that airned to reveal the impact of banks' CSR 
proj ects on customers are presented . Chapter T hree also contains resea rch des ign and 
rn ethodo logy. Data analysis and the results of the study, moreover, statistical methods 
that used to explain the relat ionships between variables are mentioned in Chapter Four. 
Finall y, in Chapter Five, the fındings of the stud y, theoretical and manageri al 
contributions are di scussed, also limitat ions and suggesti ons for further research are 
summari zed . 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERA TURE REVIEW 
ln thi s chapter, associated with the aims of the study, relevant literature is reviewed . 
F irstl y, in the li ght of current improvements, the new concepts in marketing literature are 
summari zed. in accordance with the aims of the study, the theoretical background and 
dimensions as well as purposes of CSR; additionally, info rmation about some cun-ent 
CSR applications executed by global and loca! banks are presented. Furthennore, brief 
info rmati on about serv ice quality literature is given in thi s chapter, because of the fact 
that service quality is one of the impoıiant issue that effects customers' banks 
preferences . Eventuall y, the other vari ables used in the study including corporate image, 
customer sati sfacti on and loyalty concepts also the relevant literature based on the 
relati onship between these vari ables are mentioned. 
2.1. NEW MARKETiNG 
W hile the world is changing at a fast pace by the effects of globalizat ion, consumers' 
nceds and prefcrences are reshaping. in the di gita l era we !ive in , owing to the fac t that 
comm unicat ion means become widespread , peop le can reach the knowledge much easier 
than befo re. So, that effects consumers ' and prod ucers ' behaviors, furtherrn ore it can be 
said that thi s changi ng has an impact on economic balances. 
Marketing as a functi on is often associated with the public mind with ethi ca l abuse, 
mainly because of the way marketing operates at the border !ine connecting the fı1111 and 
its customers (Goo lsby and Hunt, 1992). Recentl y, because of the age of mass 
communi cati on is being replaced by the age of social media, peopl e have new ways fo r 
communi cati on. Technological poss ibiliti es are enabl e to establi sh new channels fo r 
companı es to communicate with customers and offer oppo ıiuniti es as well as ri sks 
(B recht et al. , 20 11 ). Therefo re, considering the improvements in communicati on 
technologies, marketing fun ction needs to be renovated in the li ght of current interests 
and awa renesses of consumers who are vital fo r corporati ons ' sustainability. Ali these 
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improvements also lead us to meet new concepts in marketing literature such as 
marketing 3.0, societal marketing, cause related marketing, corporate philantrophy and 
corporate social responsibility which will be mentioned under the fo llowing headings. 
2.1.1. Marketing 3.0 
lt is possible to evaluate the concept of marketing as a crucial concept in tenns of 
macroeconomic balances . As long as the macroeconomic environment changes, so will 
consumer behavior change, and these interactions will lead marketing to change. Kotler 
et al. (201 O), summari zed the transfonnation of marketing approaches o ver the past 60 
years, indicating that marketing has moved from being product-centric (Marketing l .O) to 
being consumer-centrict (Marketing 2.0) . According to him and hi s colleagues, today we 
see marketing as transfonning in response to the new dynamics in the environment, so 
compani es have expanded their focu s from products to consumer to humankind issues. 
'·Marketing 3.0 is th e stage when companies shift frorn consumer-centricity to human-
centricity and where profitability is balanced with corporate responsibility" (Kotl er et al. , 
201 O, preface x i, x ii) . in the Tabl e 2. 1 the comparison of marketing 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 is 
demonstrated . 
Table 2.1 Compari son of Marketing 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 
Marketing 1.0 Marketing 2.0 Marketing 3.0 
Product-centric Cons umer-oriented Values-driven 
Marketing Marketing Marketing 
Objective Seli products Satisfy and retain the Make the world a 
consumers better place 
Enabling f orces Industrial Revolution Infom1ation New wave 
Technology technology 
How companies Mass buyers with Smarter consumer Whole human with 
see tlıe market physical needs with mind and heart mind, heart, and 
spirit 
Key marketing Product development Di fferentiation Values 
concept 
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Company Product specifı cati on Corporate and Corporate mission, 
marketing product positioning vision and values 
guidelines 
Value propositions Functi onal Functional and Functional, 
emotio nal emotional and 
spritiual 
Interaction witlı One-to-many One-to-one Many- to- many 
consumers transaction relationship coll aborati on 
Souce: Kotl er et al. , 201 O, p. 6 
By the effect of changing in consumers ' sense of ethi cs and values, new concepts have 
been introd uced in marketing literature. Because of associat ion with thi s study, the 
concept of societal marketing, cause re lated marketing and co rporate philanth ropy will be 
exp lai ned briefl y in fo llowing head ings before examining thoroughl y co rporate social 
respons ibil ity concepts. 
2.1.2. Societal Marketing 
By the effects of the environmental trends like pub lic welfare, increas ing concern fo r 
better eco logica l or living environm ent on the earth planet, many orga ni sations have 
adopted sociall y responsib le marketin g plans in ord er to guarantee social welfa re as well 
as customer sati sfaction. The societal marketing concept premises are explained below 
(Sherlekar and Gordon, 20 l O) ; 
a. T he marketer is expected to fu l fıl the customer demand and to contribute for 
enrichment or quali ty of li fe. 
b. The marketer will not offer a prod uct to consumers unl ess it is in the best interests of 
consumers. 
c. The marketer should take into consideration long-run consumer and public welfa re. 
el. The in tegra ted marketing plans shouldn ' t be ignored consumer citizen want. Whil e 
aiming sustainable economic growth, the marketer must attach importance at soc ial 
welfare as well as healthy li fe in the un iverse free from enviro nmental degradati on. 
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2.1.3. Cause Related Marketing 
Adkins ( 1999), has stated that cause related marketing was intrinsically linked to 
corporate social responsibility, corporate affairs, community investment and marketing. 
Thi s relationship is demonstrated in the Figure 2.1 ; 
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Figure 2.1 The fit betwccn causc rel atcd marketing, marketing, corporatc community 
:nvestment, philanthropy and corporate social responsi bility. 
Adkins ( 1999), also demonstrated the relat ionship among marketing, philanthropy and 
corporate affai rs/ corporate community investment in Figure 2. 1. As seen, cause related 
illarketing intersects these three concepts which they compose the part of the overall 
matri x which makes up corporate social responsibility. Usuall y and eıTon eo us l y, 
corporate social responsibility concept is used instead of cause-related marketing. 
'Nhereas, social responsibility concept is more strategic and requires long-tem1 pl anning 
v hen compared to cause-related marketing concept (Paşa lı , 201 O). 
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2.1.3.1 Corporate Philanthropy 
Corporate philanthropy concept is used increasingly as a form of public relations by 
which a company intents to promote its image or brand though cause-related marketing or 
other high-profıle sponsorships (Parter and Kram er, 2002). Corporate philanthropic 
activities are getting increas ing popularity so that businesses are responding to public's 
desire to see their dynamic participation in bettering society. Investing in phil anthropic 
activities also create a path for a company in progressing the competitive advantage for 
the reason that corporate philanthropy would improve brand equity and corporate image 
(Sen and Bhattacharya, 2001 ). 
2.2. WHAT IS CSR? 
Many new concepts have been introd uced and used into the today's dynamic business 
wo rld . Corporate social responsibility is one of the most important concepts which we 
often heard and faced recentl y. Actuall y, corporate soc ia l responsibility is not a new 
notion for business literature; references to a co ncern for social responsibility appea red 
during the l 930s and l 940s (Cara ! l, 1999) . References from thi s peri od worth noting 
inc i ude Barnard' s ( 1938) The Functions of thc Execut i ve, C lark ' s ( 1939) Social Control 
of Business, and Kreps ' ( 1940) Measuremen t of the Socia l Performance of Business. 
Nevertheless, the awareness about the concept of corporate social responsibility has 
become prevalent, so many corporations have started to create and execute a !ot of 
projects in CS R fı eld for providing as well as ensuring their sustainability. 
The literature on CSR includes van ous defınitions of the construct; for instance, 
European Commission (201 O) expl ains corporate social responsibility as "a concept 
whereby companies integrate social and environmental concems in their business 
operatio ns and in their interaction with the ir stakeho lders on a vo luntary basis" 
(http :// ec. europa. eu/ en terprise/mob i 1 e/topi cs/po l i ci es/sustai nab 1 e-busi ness/ corporate-
social-responsibi li ty/i ndex en.htm ). 
Another d efın ition in the management literature comes from Davis (1973) , who defıned 
CSR as " the fırm 's considerations of, and response to, issues beyond the narrow 
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economıc, technical, and legal requirements of the fırm to accomplish social [and 
environmental] benefıts along w ith the traditional economic gains which the fırn1 seeks" 
(Dıvis 1973 , p. 312) . Friedman (1970) advocated that the social responsibility of 
brniness is to utilize its resources to engage in acti vities for increase its profıts , in the 
frane of the free competition rul es by avo iding deception. 
So::: ial responsibility related to that organizati ons are part of a larger society and are 
re~pons ible to that society for their actions. According to Berkowitz and hi s collegues 
social responsibility has three concepts that are shown in the Figure 2.2 . (Berkowitz et al. 
19J4); 
Fi~ure 2.2 Three Concepts of Social Responsibility 
Gene ra ı 
Pub li c 
Sodetal Responsibility 
Profit 
Cu sto m e r s Responsibility Emp lo y ee Ec o ı og · ca l 
O·.vn er/ Env i r o n m en 
Stoc kh o ld ers 
IPubli.:: ln terest GroLıps 
Conpanies ' main purpose is to maximize profıts for its owners or stockholders , that is to 
Sa) they have to fulfıll profil responsibility to assure their sustainability. Additionally, 
Stc,keholder responsibility focuses on ob li gati ons a company has to those who can effect 
ach vement of its goals. These include customers, employees, suppli ers, and di stributors. 
Societal responsibility is related to requirements that organi zat ions have to the preserve 
of he eco logica l env iro nment and general public. Today, due to the growing importance 
of cological issues, many organi zation have responded to thi s concern though green 
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marketing by concentrating their marketing efforts to produce, promote, and reclaim 
environmentall y sensiti ve products (Berkowi tz et al. 1994 ). 
CSR encompasses nurnerous corporate activities that focus on the benefıt of stakeholder 
groups other than investors , such as charitable and community organizations, ernployees, 
suppliers, customers , and future generations (Sprinkle and Maines, 201 O). As well as 
higher CSR awareness and expectations, especially consumers' and stakeholders ' values, 
are also changing. Therefore, marketing irnplications and cornmunication strategies are 
effected by these changing values in today ' s business clirnate. The rnore consurners 
express ethical values in their purchasing behaviour, the more companies are forced to be 
repositioned to be acceptable to cunent values (Kahle, Poulos, and Sukhdial, 1988). 
Kotler and Lee (201 O) defıned the corporate socia l responsibility as " a cornrnitrnent to 
irnprove cornrnunity well being through discretionary business practices and contribution 
of co rporate resources., (Kotler and Lee, 2005 , p.3). Acco rding to Eell s and Walton 
( 196 1 ), CSR refers to the problerns that arise when corporation casts its shadow on the 
social stage, and the ethi cal principles that shou ld rnanage the relationship between the 
corporation and society. 
Acco rding to Ararat and Göcenoğlu (2005), it can be mentioned that there are two 
perspectives on corporate socia l responsibility; the fırst one is about corporate behaviour 
based on " norrnative and eth ical" considerations and the second one is about having 
control on corporate ri sks and protecting corporate reputation. lt is possible to be 
s irnplifıed thi s duality as ethically driven behaviour anchored in moral obligations and 
also organisational advantages . So, they defineci the CSR as " institutionalised corporate 
practices and behaviour driven by the acceptance of moral obligation and accountability 
by management for the consequences of corporate activity for ali of the stakeholders and 
society at large" (Ararat and Göcenoğlu, 2005, p.2). 
ln terms of corporations, the core principle of being socially responsible is to incur 
responsibilities to society beyond profıt maxirni zation. Particulary, big corporations have 
the power to manage and influence the quality of life of employees, customers, 
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shareholders, and even residents of loca! coınmunities in which they work. Because of, 
even only one corporate decision can permanently iınpact the lives of thousands of 
people, thi s power essentially requires responsibility. While pursuing their main goal of 
increasing shareholder value, ınanagers should have social responsibilities beyond 
following the minimum requirements of law (Pava and Krausz, 1995). 
Providing sustainable development as well as getting competitive edge, business globally 
haYe changed thei r key business processes into strategic abilities to facilitate the 
tra1sforın from "product" into "service capabilities competition" considering the 
complexity and variety of the changing world. So, it is possible to say that the mantra of 
bminess people evolved from "profıt" alone into " profit, people, planet". This new 
co;ıcept eınbraces concern related to several issues such as social and environrnental 
issJes as well as people (Urip, 2010); 
• Social iss ııes compass structure of cornın unity, education and issues such 
as poverty. 
• Environrnenta l issues consist of concern for global warıning, pollution and 
break-down in ecosystem. 
• People issues range froın workcrs ' hea lth , safety and moral , cngageınent 
and developınent to corporate culture and good corporate governance. 
Adivities related to corporate virtue characteristically represent fırn1s ' effoıis to do ınore 
to ake in hand a wide range of social probleıns than they would ha ve done in the course 
of:heir regular pursuit of profıts . On the other hand , soıne fıııns rnay label as "CSR" idea 
they were planning as component of their usual business activities such as reducing 
ernrgy use and protecting nature (Vogel , 2006) . The concept of social responsibility 
su~gests that a pri vate corporation should have some responsibilities to the public that 
exent beyoncl making a profıt (Wheelen and Hunger, 2008). 
Tafay, especiall y multinational companies ' corporate social responsibility gaın 
iımortance because of changing public attitudes about their social obligations, and 
reğsti ng wo rldwide corruption. Therefore, rnultinational companies are now expected to 
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cmsider a li aspects of their performance - not onl y the fınanci a l results, but alsa their 
politi cal and soci al perfo nnances (Luo, 2006). 
According to a research conducted in 2009 in partnership w ith GfK and Capita!Business 
M agaz ine, 65% of the society expects that compani es should have C SR activities (mainl y 
unierstood as community development proj ects). The research also showed that 
edıcation is one of the biggest concerns and society expects suppo ıt fro m compani es. 
T l:e other important concern s fo r Turki sh society underlined in the research are health, 
enı i ronment , violence in famil y and women's ri ghts (CSR Europe, 2009) . 
2.:: . BRIEF HISTORY of CSR 
Alhough the co rporate socia l responsibili ty seems as a recent co ncept, a preoccupati on 
wi h bus iness ethi cs and the socia l dimensions of busi ness acti vity has been aro und fo r a 
ve·y long time. Pre-C hrist ian western thin kers like Cicero in the fırst century BC used to 
stmd for bus iness acts based on moral pinc iples and 'co ntro ll ed greed' and their no n 
W6tern conterpart li ke Kaut ilya in the fourth century BC; lslam and the med ieval 
C!-rist ian Chu rch were crit is ing certa in business acts stra ight out as usury (B lowfie ld and 
Fr~nas, 2005) . Companies in the early 19th century were not excessive w ith their social 
coıcern s. in that century, charitab le contributions started to grow over time as serious 
foıtunes ın b us iness were made. Ord inaril y, w hea lthy entrepreneurs w ho gave their 
fo ıt un es to he lp society executed so w itho ut any reference to the in terests of the 
con panies that were the sources oftheir wealth (Steiner and Steiner, 1997). 
it s possible to say that corporate social responsib ility concept had impro ved in 1920 ' s 
(P <şa lı , 201 O). ln the earl y literature on CSR, social responsibility (S R) concept was 
rebTed to m ore often than CSR co ncept. T he publi cati on " Social Respo nsibility of the 
B LS inessm an" b y Bowen (1953 ) can be accepted asa m ark fo r beginnings of the modern 
peiod of literature on thi s issue (Caroll , 1999). 
Cffi experi ences in T urkey da te back to the O ttoman times. In the O ttoman era, the 
' \~aqf ' (foundati on) was the fı rs t institutional fo rmation fo r phil anth ropi c appli cati ons. 
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These fo undatio ns were estab li sted in order to serve public in the fı eld s of education, 
ealth and social securi ty. Today, especiall y some of famil y owned congl oınerates in 
furkey have an associated Waqf. According to the report publi shed by Corporate Social 
esponsibility Associati on (2008), the coınmun ity attaches impoıiance at donations and 
Jhilanthropi c actions of the companies and there is a coınınunitity expectati on for that the 
,.;o ınpani es are shaped w ithin the hi stori cal "waqf ' p hilosophy 
J1ttp ://www.undp . org . tr/publi cationsDocuınents/CSR Repoıi en.pdf, p .43). 
foday ' s society expectations froın marketers are ın uch ıno re compared to the past. Tenns 
mch as responsibili ty, diversi ty, freedoın and concern about natura! environınent are 
Jecoming essen ti al parts of marketing di scipli ne (Czinkota, Kota be and Mercer, 1997). In 
he past, compani es perfo nn ed ınanageın ent acti v iti es in the directi on of quantitati ve 
;preadin g out for the sake of their own concerns. Conversely, today ' s ın an ageınent 
ı pproach cs don "t lim ited the activ iti cs of thc compani cs by focusing onl y on quanti tat ive 
~ro wth but also consider qualitati ve growth for susta inable deve l opın ent and rising in 
ırder to becom e global companies as well as las ting longer. Susta inable manageın cn t 
ıpproach necess itates companies to concent rate on integrated management activiti es, 
vhich take into acco unt perforın ance is not onl y cconomic but also soc ial, cul tura l, and 
mvironm ental aspects (Kim et al. , 201 1 ). 
?.4. DIMENSIONS of CSR 
\ lthough the impo ıiance of corporate social responsibility concept was und erstood much 
ater, it has been around since the 1950s. The modern defıniti on of CSR is based on 
\rchi e CaITo ll 's "Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility." Acco rding to thi s 
)yramid, there are four types of responsibi li ties of a corporati on. The fırs t and most 
ı pparent is the economic responsibility for being profıtabl e . The second is the legal 
·esponsibility to abide by the laws described by society. The third one is the ethi ca l 
·esponsibility that is closely related to the legal responsibility. Ethical responsibility can 
ıe defin eci as do ing what is ri ght even when business is not required to do so by law. T he 
ourth and !ast one is the phil anthropic responsib ili ty whi ch is call ed the di scretionary 
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responsib ility at the same time. Phil anth rop ic responsibili ty means that a corporati o n use 
its reso urces toward social, educational, recreati o nal and/or cultural purposes. 
(h ttp ://www. gi vi ngbetter. o rg/ gi vi ng-b log/pyram i d-corp orate-social -responsi bi 1 i ty, 
14 .03.20 12) 
Figure 2.3 T he Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibi lity 
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Each corporate responsibi lity dimension is demonstrated ın Table 2.2. Eco nomi c and 
Lega l Components of Corporate Social Responsib il ity and Tabl e 2.3 . Ethi cal and 
Phil anthropic Components of Corporate Social Respo nsi bili ty. 
Table 2.2 Economic and Legal Components of Corporate Social Responsibility 
Eco nomi c Components (Responsibiliti es) Legal Components (Responsibiliti es) 
l. lt ı s important to perfo rm ın a 1. 1 t ı s important to perfo rm ın a 
manner consistent w ith maxımı zıng ma nner co nsistent w ith ex pectati ons of 
earnings pe r share. governm ent and law. 
2. It is important to be committed to 2. lt ı s important to comply with 
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being as profıtable as possible. various federal , state, and loca! regulations. 
3. It is important to maintain a strong '") It ı s important to be law-abiding .) . 
competitive position. corporate citizen. 
4. It is important to maintain a hi gh 4. It is important that successful fırın 
level of operating effıciency. defıned as one that fulfıll s its legal 
obl igations. 
5. It is important that a successful fırm 5. lt is important to provide goods and 
be defıned as one that ı s consistently services that at least meet minimal legal 
profıtabl e. requirements . 
(Can-ol! , 199 1, p. 40) 
Table 2.3 Ethi cal and Philanthropic Components of Corporate Socia l Responsibility 
Ethical Componen ts (Responsibil iti es) Ph il anthropic Components 
(Respo nsi bi liti es) 
l. it ı s important to perform ın a l . it is important to perfomı in a manner 
manner consistent with ex pectations of cons istent with phi lanthropi c and charitabl e 
social mores and ethi ca l norms. ex pectations of society. 
2. It ı s important to recognı ze and 2. lt is impoıiant to ass ist the fıne and 
respect new or evo lving ethi cal/mora l perfomıing arts. 
norms adopted by society. 
3. It ı s important to prevent ethi ca l 3. it ı s important that managers and 
nomıs frorn being comprom ised in order to employees participate ın vo luntary and 
achi ve corporate goals. charitabl e acti viti es within their loca! 
communities. 
4. lt is important that good corporate 4. it is important to provide ass istance 
ci ti zenship be defıned as doing what ı s to pri vate and public educational 
expected morall y or ethically. instituti ons. 
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5. lt is important to rego nı ze that 5. It is important to assist vo luntaril y 
cmporate integrity and ethi cal behaviour go 
be·10nd mere conıpli an ce with laws and 
refUl ations. 
(Cırroll , 199 1, p. 41 ) 
those projects that enhance a community's 
" quality of li fe ." 
in :he v iew of these components, a sociall y respo nsible company "should stri ve to m ake 
a p.·ofıt , obey the law, be ethi cal, and be a good corporate citi zen" (Can-oll , 199 1, p. 43). 
Afe r careful examinati on of the CSR defı niti ons throughout its hi story during !ast few 
decades, R ahman (201 1 ), advocated that several dimensions of CSR appeared and 
sunmarized those th ro ughout di ffe rent decades starting fro m l 950s as below; 
50: Dimension. Obligation to the society; 
60: Dimension Relati onshi p between corporat ion and society; 
70: Dimensions.· Stakeho lders" invo lvement, we ll bei ngs of ci tizens, a philosophy that 
locks at the socia l interest, help so lve neighbou rhood prob lems; improve the q uality of 
li fl; economic res ponsibi lity, lega l responsibility, cthical responsibi lity, ancl cl iscretionary 
resJonsi b i 1 i ty; 
80: Dimensions: Yolun tariness; eco nomica ll y profıtab l e , law ab icl ing, eth ical ancl sociall y 
surµo ı1 i ve ; econom ic, legal, ethical and voluntary or phil anthropic; 
90: Dimensions.· Stakeho lders" in vo lvement; obli gat ion to society; environmenta l 
stevardshi p; peop le, pl anet, profıt; 
2 l :t Century Dimensions.· Integrati on of soc ial and environmental concern ; vo luntariness; 
eth cal behav iour; economic development ; improving the quality of li fe of the citi zens; 
hunan r ights ; labour ri ghts; pro tecti on of environment; fı ght against co rrupti on; 
tra ısparen cy ancl accountability . 
iti; poss ible to be summari zecl the above fındings in 1 O main dimensions as below; 
i. Cibliga ti on to the society 
ii . ~ takeho l ders" invo lvement 
iii . lmproving the quality of li fe 
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iv . Economic development 
v. Ethical business practi ce 
vi . Law abiding 
vii Voluntariness 
vi ii. Human rights 
xi . Protection of environment 
x. fransparency & Accountability 
Tte research held by Go lob et al. (2008) revealed that socially responsible position is 
po enti all y producti ve for companies, and supporti ve for marketers to integrate CSR in 
stntegic marketing and corporate communications decisions. The fındings of the research 
showed that consumers generall y have high expectations fo r CSR and beli eve that is 
iımo rta nt fo r compani es to invo lve in CS R effo rts. Therefo re, profıt-based decisions in 
mmy situati ons should be scrutini zed in the view of ethi cs, whi ch consumers anti cipate 
to e addressed . The study also revea led that lega l and ethi ca l-phil anthropi c dimensions 
of ::::SR are more important than economi c dimension. 
2.:. PURPOSE of CSR 
it obvious that the externa l environment is always changing. Because of the fac t that the 
ex·ernal enviro nment were not stat ic, the need fo r an info m1at ion system was 
coıs id erabl y increased. A demand fo r a prod uct or a service may be ignored in the near 
fu t.ı re because of changing economi c conditions, natura! resource shortages or 
technology (McDani el, 1982). From a stra tegic perspective, CSR has become a source of 
renarkabl e social progress, as the business applies its extensive sources, experti se and 
insght to acti viti es that benefit society (Porter and Kramer, 2006). Therefore, marketing 
mtst also concentrate on the values of stakeho lders and society. in thi s view, social 
reSJonsibility can be ment ioned as the natura! aspect of the nature of marketing 
(Sveeney, 1972 ). 
CO"porate soci al respons ibility applicati ons are becoming increasingly popular elements 
in terms of corporate marketing strategies (Pirsch et al. , 2006). CSR may provide fo r 
conpanies board structure to framework to use of corporate power and social 
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pa-ticipation (Turker, 2009) . Additionally, good CSR practices may have a influence for 
increasing profıtability by avoiding the liability and loss of market share from a 
exensively exposed scandal (Cheney et al. , 2007). According to Matthew (2006), 
co-porate social responsibility necessitates providing good infonnation to shareholders, 
jolı creation, an innovati on in goods and services, making progress for a better financial 
po;ition that ali stakeholder expect and al so have an impacts on their business operations 
ani natura] environment. 
C~R was linked with various field s, from environmental management to philanthropic 
smpoıi of the arts and sports . The more the community' s financial literacy develops, the 
mcre banks attach impoıiance to CSR programs, especially for society' s more 
di mdvantaged members. Generally, acti viti es within these fields included employee 
vounteering, sponso rship for sport, the aıi s and medical research , and engagıng 
wn-kforce with environmental concerns (Pomerin g and Dolnicar, 2009). 
Kn-kchi and Rombaut (2006) stated that hav ing a CSR engagement program could 
pnı v ide numero us bene fit s such as strengthening pro fıts, enhancing brand recogniti on and 
reıutati o n , ri sk management and boosting cmployment rel ati ons. Moti ves behind hav ing 
g0>cl CS R appli ca ti ons arc sustainabl e change and improvement. Building up a well-
fuıcti oning corporati on that has stron g values can be seen as advantage on nıan aging 
ri scs and becoming a more competiti ve brand. 
Buke and Logsdon advi sed ( l 996) that organisations should look for fit between their 
Cffi acti vities and their strategic interests in a wider perspective rather than merely 
ımasure CSR in terms of short-te1111 economic return and a business case. So, while 
or%ani sations plan their CSR strategies, they must take into consideration the following 
füe aspects; 
(1 ~ pl anned CSR acti vities nıus t be haıınoni zed with the organization 's mıssıon and 
obectives. 
(2: specified CSR benefit s must be directly internalised to the organisation rather than 
geıeral industry, 
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(3) proacti vity and planned anticipati on of CSR m ust be aware of emerging trends, 
(4) vo luntari sm in CSR actions mustn ' t need to extemally imposed compliance 
requirements, 
(5) vi sibility and the ability of the organi sation must gain recognition from stakeholders. 
2.5.1. Managerial Implications 
Day by day companies are beginning to attach importance to stakeholders' interests and 
expectati ons, as they be li eve these are also an important paıi of their operational and 
stategic po licies. Because interaction and di alogue with employees, consumers and 
customers, stockholders, di stributors ete. is a fundamental need for social responsibility 
(Gonza les et al. , 2006). According to Cragg (2002), because of the fact that fııın s 
ex istence in the communiti es wh ich they operate, es tab li sh the lega l ord er that helps to 
pro tect the fi rm , a social contact ari ses tha t forces the fırm s and managers to treat 
stakeholclers in an eth ica l and j ust manner and thi s helps to structure and protect the lega l 
order in return. Therefore, Cragg (2002) expands the concept of marketin g defend ing that 
fi rms are obl igecl to cnter into a more closcd ethical and moral interactio n with all 
stakeholders. 
Stucli es regarcl ing the impact of customer expectat ions on the subj ect of CSR are even 
more essenti al at where competition is intens i fıecl, as fııın s try to attract the same group 
of customers ' interests with simil ar procl ucts and/or services. Poo lthong and 
Mandhachi tara (2009) pointed out that fı mıs co ul d benefıt more from spending on CSR 
acti viti es if they understood the impact of CSR on consumer behav ior. Instituti onal CSR 
appli cati ons, with wide-ranging approach to social responsibility, can help fırms on 
meeting their obli gati ons and commitments to a li stakeholclers, and carry out the soci al 
contract with ali of the conıpany ' s publi cs (Pi rsch et al. , 2006) . 
CS R can be executecl in a va ri ety of ways, such as donating a part of income to a cause, 
ra ising awa reness ofa social matter, o r supporting employees fo r vo luntary acti viti es fo r 
the society (Du et al. , 20 1 O) . Whil e deciding which social issues to address, Porter and 
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Kramer (2006) suggested a framework that the social issues affecting a cornpany fail into 
three categories including generic social issues, val ue chain social impact and social 
dimensions of compeptiti ve context. A company intended to execute CSR activities, must 
consider prioriti z ing social issues by utili zi ng thi s framework, then define its CSR 
strategies. The Table 2.4 suggests a perspective on choosing social issue(s); 
Table 2.4 Corporate Involvement in Society: A Strategic Approach 
Generic Social Issues Value Chain Social lmpacts Social Dimensions of 
Competitive Context 
ı--o;-;<l--~;ı;~-~-ı~~h-ir------------- - -------- - -----~:;üti-g~t~---h-~~;;-- -r~;~;;---~-~i~~T-st-~~t~g-i~---ı;h-i-i~~-ih-~~py ___ i_h~t-- ! 
' i i 
chain activities i leverages capabilities to i 
! improve outstanding areas ! 
i of competiti ve context \ 
!.!:::::, Responsive CS R r--T~~~~f;-ı~;:;-------~-~i~~-------~h-~i-ı~ - , Strategic CSR t 
i activities to benefıt society i 
! whi le reinforcing strategy ! 
'- ------------------------------------------------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 
Source: Porter and Kram er, 2006 
Acco rding to Porter and Kramer (2006), even though generic social issues are irnportant 
for the society, these arc not signifıcantly affected by the company's operations and don ' t 
infl uence the company's long-tenn competitiveness. On the other hand , value chain 
social impacts are cons iderably affected by the company's activities. Finally, social 
diınensions of competitive context rnay have a serious impact on the competiti veness as 
to where the company works. Looking at the detail of the Table 2.4, in responsive CSR 
part, two main elements can be mentioned, these are acting as a good corporate citi zen 
and mitigating the haıın ari sing from a company' s value chain acti viti es. Second part of 
the tab le is related to identi fying the best practices fo r dealing with each value chain 
impact. This action wi ll be proact ive and effective in mitigating the social probl eın s 
ari sing from the value chai n. Eventuall y, strategic CSR is about choosing a distinctive 
position- doing things differently froın competitors with lower costs or providing better 
serv ices for a particular set of customer needs (Porter and Kramer, 2006). 
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2.6. CSR and FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 
Understanding and even anticipating social trends and taking action fit to social 
perspective are necessary talents for today ' s managers in order to make successful ethical 
decisions which will effect a company's future position. However, there is no doubt that 
profil maximization is the initial objective of many companies to provide their 
sustainability. In other words, it can be said that ali activities of the companies are for 
better financial perfonnance and also profıtability so that they could continue their 
existance in the business environment. The relationship between corporate social 
responsibility and corporate financ ial performance has been questioned in many studies. 
Holı es (1976) who interviewed with corporate executives, found that executive opinions 
ancl corporate philosophies of social responsibility had a significant change over the past 
five- ;ıear period. He observecl that execut ives cons idered that social efforts had more 
posit:ve than negative outcomes for their companies, also beli eved that soc ial endeavors 
enhanced encorporate reputation and goodwi ll . Therefore, CSR and fınancial 
performance can be viewed by many organi zat ions as having a positive association. 
King and Lenox (2001) fo und ev idence ofa relation between lower pol lution and hi gher 
fınan .: ial performance, also their research showed that a fırm ' s environmental 
performancc relative to its industry is related to higher fınancial performance. ln other 
word5, a firm ' s chos ing to operate in c leaner industri es may effect its financial 
perforrnance in a better way. 
Griffn and Mahon (1997) summari zed the findings of the various studies they revi ewed 
and came to the conclusions that; 
(1) 1\o defınitive agreement has existed on the empirical Corporate Social Perfonnance 
(CSP)- Financia l Perfom ance (FP) associat ion , (2) While a considerable number of 
studics have found a negative relationship, most of thern cornpared the reaction of the 
stock market to potential illegal activities or product problems, (3) Some studies have 
been unconvincing because of both positi ve and negative link in the same study, and (4) 
The majority of surveys found a positive CSP-FP link. 
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Pava and Krauz (1995) reviewed 21 studies on stati stical relationship between perceived 
corporate social responsibility and traditional fınancial performance which published 
between 1972 and 1992. The results of those researches were summarized in the Table 
2.5 demonstrated below; 
Table 2.5 CSR and Traditional Financial Perfoııııance: Summary of the 21 Emprical 
Studies 
Direction of Association 1993 Results 
Posi ti ve Association 12 
Negative Association 1 
No Association 8 
Total 2 1 
Acco rdin g to Pava and Krauz ( 1995) there was no clear evidence of that social 
responsibility enhance fınanc i a l performance; but it possibl e to say that fınancial 
perfornı a nce allows fo r the discretionary social acti ons. 
it wou ld not be wrong to argue that fırın s which choosed domination by the stakeholder 
governance model do not carry additional fınancial burdens as to the fıııns which are 
dominated by the stockholder governance model. ln other words, some empirical fındings 
demonstrate that companies which understand and implement the variabl es of the 
stakeholder govern ance model will not endure extra fınanci a l burdens. For instance, the 
fındings impl y that the fırnıs which execute "corporate social responsibility" (CSR) do 
not have additional fınancial burdens accord ing to the companies which do not execute 
satisfactory CSR for their stakeholders . This is a vital proposition for the industrial fırm s 
in Turkey because of the some corporate governors might believe that CSR brings extra 
fınanci a l burdens for their companies. For that reason, corporate governors may choose 
not to endure additional fınancial costs for CSR applications. Consequenly, it would not 
be wrong to consider that companies which reali ze CSR activities are expected to be 
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smported by their stakeholders in the long-term in the light of the fındings on association 
beween corporate social responsibility and fınancial perfomıance (Günay, 2007). 
2.~. GLOBAL AND LOCAL BANK'S CSR APPLICATIONS 
2.".1. CSR Applications on Global Banks 
Tre more increase the importance of corporate social responsibility, more and more 
ba1ks invest on the CSR projects and consider social responsibilities as a paıi of their 
bu;iness strategies and corporate citizenships. Examining the global bank 's sustainability 
rer•orts, it is possible to see the many CSR proj ects executed by these banks. In this 
section, it will be given information about the CSR projects of some global banks such 
as HSBC Holding Pis, Deutsche Bank and Bank of China. 
2. ~. 1.1. HSBC Holdings Pis 
Asone of the leading banks of the wo rld , HSBC has invested on CSR projects USD 108 
milion accord ing to the Sustainabi lity Report 2010. That amount is equ iva!ent to %0,6 of 
tht profıt of the company before tax . A great dea l of that amount was consistcd of 
in estments for educational and environmental projects . Excepted those soc iall y 
resJonsib le investment, the bank has settled charitab le contributi on to society, for 
inS:ance USD 1 ,6 million was granted to the aggrieved people in the Haiti eaıihquake 
occured in 20 1 O. 
H83C initi ated a fıve-year global education programme called as "Future First" in 2006 
to Jrovide a better future for di sadvantaged children around the world. Until the end of 
20 O, more than 300 project reached nearly 500.000 children in 49 countries and 
terito ries. The programme supports a wide range of activities such as paying for schoo l 
eqıipment, improving counseling, support initiatives and delivering teacher training 
WO'kshops. In March 2011, HSBC decided to renew their commitment as named " Future 
FiGt" with funding of 15 mio USD for the new fıve-year period and expand the project to 
Afican countries. Additionally, HSBC ' s global fın anci al and business literacy 
prcgramme " JA More Than Money" which aims to teach students about eamıng, 
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spmding and savi ng money, was deli vered to over 59.000 children by Junier Achivernent 
WJrldwide and 2000 HSBC volunteers during 20 1 O. The budget allocated to this project 
is J SD 5 rnillion. 
Arother corporate social responsibility project of HSBC is in the fıeld of environrnental 
ed1cation. This is a three-year proj ect involving 1000 HSBC vo lunteers in 15 countries 
ain to reach 1.000.000 young people aged 5 to 18. The main purpose of the project is to 
cnate awareness about energy saving and protecting natura! environment. 
üre of the most outstanding projects of HSBC is about low carbon technologies wh ich 
us~ and store energy more effıciently in cities. For example, LED street li ghting, wh ich 
c01sumes 50 to 70 per cent less elect ri city than tradi ti onal street li ghts, was trialled in 
nite citi es around the world, including London, New York and Ko lkata . The project ' s 
ul mate goa l is for 25 percent of ali outdoor li ghting in the world to be LED by 2020. On 
th t other hand HSBC executes CSR projects on protecting freshwater resources and 
fo ı st areas affiliation with WWF. 
F i ı a ll y , with the aim of environmental effi ciency, HSBC sets targcts towards reducing 
ernrgy and paper consumption , using environment friend ly equipments in its offıces ancl 
brmches. Also, the bank sets a target to reduce carbon d iox icle fro m business air travel by 
20percent. 
(htrp: //www.hsbc.com/l /PA 1 1 S5/content/assets/sustainability/ 110526 sustainability 
rerort 201 O.pdf) 
2. ~.1.2. Deutsche Bank 
Arnne of the most fim1ly-establi shecl banks in Germany, Deutsche Bank was founclecl in 
1870. Jn the Sustainability Report 20 1 O, Deutsche Bank highlightecl the importance that 
attıched into corporate social responsibility by the banks and statecl the CS R was related 
to )rand ' s ONA. Social Responsibi lity proj ects are executed for the purpose of provicling 
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benefıts to the society in the frame of education, social investments, arts, vo luntery and 
sustainability. 
Deutsche Bank extended the scope of its CSR communication efforts, relaunched a news-
driven CSR portal , and implemented targeted campaigns to spread the news on key CSR 
projects. For the fırst time ever, the bank initiated a "more than money" campaign in print 
and online channels - including the social medi a. It generated considerable public 
awareness: within just three weeks, more than 45 million page views and more than 
140,000 clicks on Deutsche's CSR websites were registered. In corporate social 
responsibility report 20 1 O, the bank c l assifıed its core initiatives under fi ve categori es. 
The table below demonstrates Deutsche Bank 's 201 O social responsibility core 
in ti ti ati ves. 
Tablo 2.6 Deutsche Bank 20 1 O Social Responsibility Core lnitiatives 
Susta i nab i 1 ity 
(New Deutsche 
Bank Towers) 
Education 
(FairTalent) 
The modemization of the Group Head Offıce in Frankfurt in !ine 
with the Green Building approach has the objecti ve to consume 74 
percent less water, 67 percent core initi ati ves less heating energy 
and 55 per ccnt less electricity as well as to emit 89 percent lcss 
C02. (p.52) 
Projects such as FairTalent ın Germany ancl Co ll ege Ready 
Communiti es in New York City enable young people to pursue an 
education otherwise unachi evable due to their social backgrounds. 
(p .82) 
Social lnvestments Functioning loca! communities guarantee socia l cohesion. The 
(Help for the bank supports various initiati ves . in add ition Deutsche Bank, its 
di sadvantaged) founclations, employees, ancl cl ients help people inıpacted by 
natura! catastrophes. (p. l 02) 
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Art & Music 
(Art in the Towers) 
Corporate 
Vo lunteerin g 
(Team Chall enges) 
Arou nd l ,500 a ıiworks of 100 arti sts from more than 40 countri es 
are on d isplay at Gro up Head Office in Frankfurt am Main, 
welcoming viewers to a d iscovery tour of contemporary art. The 
Deutsche Bank Collecti on is aınong the world ' s ınost iınportant 
corporate art co ll ecti ons and is today as global as the bank itself. 
(p. l 18) 
With Teaın Chall enges, eınp l oyees devote one day to a non-profıt 
initi ati ve ın their regı on , rangıng froın social proj ects to 
env i ronınenta l organi zations. ln 201 O, 3,400 eınpl oyees 
pa ıii c ipated ın about 200 Team Chall enges in Gern1any onl y. 
(p.137) 
(http://www.db.com/csr/en/docs/ lnterakti v DB CS R Report 20 l O do uble page EN w 
cb.pdf) 
2. 7 .1.3. Bank Of China 
Bank ofChi na was establ ished in February 19 12. F roın 1912 to 1949, fu ncti oning as the 
cent ral bank, the fo reign exchange bank and the specialized fo reign trade bank 
successively, it ın ain ta i ned stable deve l opın ent in line wi th the ıni s s i on of serving the 
peop le and rej uvenati ng the national fı nanci a l ind ustry. After the fo unding of the 
republic, Bank of Chi na becaıne a speciali zed fore ign exchange and international trade 
bank , ınaking s i gni fıcan t contr1 butions to the development of China's fo reign econoın y 
and trade as well as doın est i c economy. 
in 1994, it turned into a wholl y state-owned coınmercial bank. The demutuali zation 
process of Bank of China s ta ıied in 2003 . in August 2004, Bank of China Limited was 
establi shed and then li sted on Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited and Shanghai 
Stock Exchange in June and Jul y 2006 respectively, becoming the fırs t Chinese 
comınerc i a l bank li sted in both the ın a inl and and Ho ng Kong. 
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As the most intemationalized and diversi fıed bank in China, Bank of China provides ful! 
range of fınancial services in China's mainland , Hong Kong, Macau and other 31 
countries. It mainly operates the commercial banking business including corporate 
banking, personal banking and fınancial market business . Over the past century, Bank of 
China has won wide recognition from the industry with its brand image of pursuit to 
excellence, sound managernent, focus on customers and meticulous working manner. 
With the new historic opportunities, Bank of China will keep forward towards the 
strategic goal of a fırst-class international bank ın a sustainable way. 
(http: //www.boc.cn/en/aboutboc/ab l/200809/t20080901 1601737.html, 03.09.2012) 
in the Sustainability repoıi 201 O, BOC classifıed its social responsibilities under six main 
categories. These were summarized in the following table; 
Table 2.7 Bank of China ' s Commitment Sustainable Development Objective for 20 1 O 
Commitrnent to Earnestly irnplement the ınacroeconoınıc policies and actively 
the Country support the econoınıc restructuring and transformation of 
development mode 
Coınınitment to Reali ze hea lthy and rapid deve l opınent , provide in vestınent returns 
Shareholders for the shareho lders, and enhance risk ınanageınent and internal 
control for the of 
. . 
cornprehensi veness, purpose ımprovıng 
intensiveness, pertinence and effectiveness 
Cornınitment to Strengthen and iınprove customer relation management, expedite the 
Customers transfornıation of servıce mode and enhance customer servıce 
capability 
Commitment to Uphold the concept of huınan orientation and provide more 
Employees oppoıiunities to facilitate the employees ' career developınent 
Cornınitment to Step up the support for social undertakings and perform its social 
the Society responsibility asa corporate citizen 
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Commitment to Actively push forward "Green Credit" and promote the development 
the Environment of low carbon economy 
ln the sustainability repoıi 20 1 O, Bank of China indicated that they would undertake 
social responsibility on their own initiative, actively participate in public benefıt and 
environrnental protection undertakings, and join hands with each party to promote the 
harrnonious development of economy and society. BOC, has provided help for 1,28 
million loca) students. Furthennore, the bank went all out to suppoıi the fight against 
natura) di sasters such as earthquake and mud-rock flow in Yushu and Zhouqu, and 
actively provided superior financial services for post-disaster construction. BOC also 
provided excell ent fınancial services fo r the Shanghai Expo and the Guangzhou Asian 
Garnes and continued to push forward the construction of "Green Bank' ', and further 
improve the long-acting mechanism of "Green Credit" . T he balance of green credits 
reached RMB192 , l 12 million as at the end of 20 10, an increase of 27.8% over the 
beginning of the year. 
(http: //docs.china-europa-forum.net/undpconference 26062007 brochure.pdf) 
2.7.2. CSR Applications on Local Banks 
Banks in Turkey, generall y summari ze their CSR projects under the three main headings 
as for environment, education, culture and art. As well as these three main themes, some 
banks provide sponsorships for the sports activities such as basketball and foo tball. Many 
banks in Turkey have carried out various social responsibility proj ects, however in thi s 
study, infom1ation rega rding the CSR projects carried out by Türkiye İ ş Bankası A.Ş ., 
Türkiye Garanti Bankası A.Ş. and Akbank T.A.S. w ill be summarized. 
2.7.2.1. Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. 
In 20 1 O, İ şbank , with a high sense of responsibility toward the public, carri ed out social 
responsibility act ivites in the fıelds of education, environment, culture and the arts. 
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2.7.2. 1.1. Educati on 
İ şb ank has been the principal sponsor of the Turki sh Chess Federati on sınce its 
cooperati on with the o rgani zation began in December 2005 , in !ine with its target of 
popularizing chess into a mass sport acti v ity in Turkey. İ şbank views and supports chess 
as an educational too l that contıibutes to developing young populati on that knows how to 
think, approach problems analyti call y, develop strategies, analyzes the reasons fo r defeat 
and not to repeat mistakes while keeping them from engaging in harmful acti vities . 
İ şb ank-spo nso red project "Show Your Repoıi Card , Get Your Book" , started at the end of 
the 2007-2008 academic year, aims to un ite children with cl ass ic wo rks of both world and 
T urkish literatu re. The project is among the largest book campaigns yet applied. So fa r, 
the books presented each year to 1 million elementary schoo l students. T he campaing 
included " Ali ce in Wo nderl and" in 2008, " Stories and Fairy Tales fro m Our Writers" in 
2009. " Sto ries from Our Writers" in 201 O. Tota ll y, 3 millio n students received books in 
the three years since the project was initiatcd. İ şbank ' s other socia l responsib ility 
activ ı t i es in education in 201 O as fo llows : 
• F ir fly Mobi le Educational Unit in cooperation w ith the Educational Yo lu nteers 
Founjati on ofTurkey (TEGV) 
• A nnual "Go lden Youths" award 
• SchJ larships to earthquake victim students. 
2.7.2 1.2. Environmental Awareness 
With the cam paing of " 8 l Forests in 81 Cit ies" İ şbank aıms to preserve and ex pand 
fo resied areas to reduce the effect of deforestati on on global climate change. The project 
is caITied out w ith the cooperati on of Tema Foundati on and the M ini stry of Environment 
and Forestry. As of 20 1 O, fo restati on was undertaken in 49 citi es and took pl ace on 
app rcx imately 900 hectares, with more than 1.1 million saplings planted. 
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2.7.2 . l.3. Ati And Culture 
Kültür Yayınları 
Estab li shed in 1956, Kültür Yayınları continued and even furthered its publishing 
activities during 2009. Having coll ected its publications under 13 main headings, Kültür 
Yayınları published 391 titles, 225 of which were new and 166 reprint editions, and so ld 
over 962,000 books. Kültür Yayınları also continued its initiatives in children ' s books, to 
which Kültür Yayınları places signifıcant importance, in 2009. 
İş Sanat 
In its 1 Oth season as of November 2009, İş Sanat continues to bring together Turkish aıis 
enthusiasts with world cl ass stars. İ ş Sanat hosted 46 concerts , 27 children ' s events, and 7 
poetry reaclings during the 2008-2009 season. 
İ şbank Museum ancl Gall eries 
İ ş b ank Museum was establi shed on November 14, 2007 with the mission to te li th e story 
of İ ş b ank' s hi sto ry and growth and to share with society the Bank 's place in everyday life 
ancl thc services it has prov ided to the publi c ovcr many generati ons. The Museum is the 
onl y one to speciali ze in economic hi story and banking of the Republi c peri od 
(http ://www.isbank .eom .tr/UserFiles/Fl as h/ interaktif/2009/en/m-l-l 3.html) . 
i şbank suppoıis two a ıi gall eri es, located in İ s tanbul and in İ zmir, which exhibit 
paintings, scu lptures and ceramic works from both preeminent names and new, promi sing 
aıii s ts (http ://www.i sbank.eom.tr/Engli sh/PDF/ Annua1Reports/ isbank201 O.pdf) . 
2.7.2.2. T. Garanti Bankası A.Ş. 
T.Garanti Bankas ı A.Ş . has c l as sifıed its social responsibility projects under four main 
categories. These are; 
• Projects on Art&Culture 
• Projects on Nature 
• Projects on Education 
-B 
• Proj ects on Sports 
2.7.2.2. 1. Proj ects On Art & Culture 
Garanti Bank pri oritizes sustai nability of culture through its contributi on to the aıis , to 
encourage the fo undatio ns for a modern society. The organi zati on call ed SALT aims to 
ııerge and contrast various di fferent di sciplines as it prepares publications and organi zes 
m d hosts research, exhi biti ons, conferences, workshops, educatio nal programs and film 
screenings in vario us fıe l ds including "contemporary arts", "architecture and design" and 
''eco nomic, hi storical and social studies". 
Ga anti is amo ng the lead ing sponsors of jazz in Turkey, fo r th e !ast 14 years, Garanti has 
een the mai n sponsor of the lstanbul lnternational Jazz Festival organi zed by lstanbul 
Fou ndat ion fo r C ulture and Arts. Garanti also prov ides support fo r the conce ı1s held at 
ı he İ s tanb ul Jazz Center, Tamirane and Sa lon IKSV wh ich bring together music lovers 
with im po rtant arti sts througho ut the year. Garanti Bank is a lso the sponsor of an 
edLcat ional program at lstanbul Modern , Turkey's fırst ancl only contempora ry art 
ınuseum . 
2.72.2.2. Projects on Nature 
Ga:anti , has been supporting WWF T urkey as the ma in sponsorshi p for 18 years. Wi th 
the s logan "Guarantee for Nature" the bank has been contributi ng to the important patis 
ofthe key works fo r the protection and sustainab il ity of the natu ra! springs in o ur country 
fo r 18 years asa main sponsor of WWF T urkey. Through thi s co ntribution, the bank aims 
to aise an awareness of environmental issues and helps to create a wo rld th at is cl eaner 
anc li vabl e, and where nature is protected. 
2.72.2.3. Proj ects on Ed ucation 
Ga·anti 's support for ed ucation continues a long two separate lines: the " Deni z Yıldı z l arı " 
pr ect launched in 1999 and the Teachers Acacleıny Foundati on establi shed in 2008 . T he 
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bank esteems education as a vi tal prerequi site for development, the bank targets to 
s uppoı1 for ed ucation must be directed not just at students but at teachers as well. The 
bank also suppoı1s the o rgani zati on of TOG (s uppo ı1ers of social vo lunteers) that is 
change and transformation project w hose aim is to transfoıın youthful energies into social 
benefıt. TOG was founded in December 2002 w ith the aim of promoting social peace, 
so lidarity, and change led by young people with the guidance of adu lts. 
2.7.2.2.4. Projects on Sports 
Garanti has a long-tem1 reputation as a pioneering and innovative Turkish bank through 
its support for basketball. As the creators of the " 12 Giants" mark for the Turkish na ti o nal 
basketball team , the bank continues to encourage invo lvement in basketball among 
ch ildren and youths. 
As the prime sponsor of the National Men ' s Basketball A team ' s " 12 G iants" identity, in 
the run-up to the 36 1 1ı European Basketba ll Championship, Garant i launched a 
communication campaign to bui ld up team motivation and emphas ize national support. 
Garanti, as a prime sponsor of NBA cvents and activit ies in T urkey are also provicling 
suppo ı1 fo r another project launchecl by the Turki sh Basketba ll Fecleration aimed at 
creating the players and teams that w ill take over the game in the future as well. 
(http: //www.garanti.eom .tr/tr/garanti_ hakk incla/ toplumsal_paylasim. page ) 
2.7.2.3. Akbank T.A.Ş. 
Akbank T.A.Ş. has c l ass i fıed its social rcsponsib ility projccts undcr fıvc main categories 
inclucling art and culture, education ancl youth , entrepreneurship and innovati veness, 
environment, corporate clonat ions ancl pl atform fo r donations with credit cards. 
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2 .7 .2.3. 1. Aıi and Culture 
Akbank Aıi Center presents di stingui shed examples of contemporary art to art lovers 
with personal and gro up exhibiti ons of world famous arti sts at Akbank Aıi Gallery. Six 
exhibitions organi zed in 20 1 O played an impoıiant ro le in lending moti vation to the 
modern art in Turkey. In additi on, design, music and painting workshops were organi zed 
for children. Also, Akbank Art Center organi zes over 800 events throughout the year, 
including exhibitions, interviews, confe rences, movie screenings, and concerts. 
2.7.2 .3.2. Education and Youth 
in its 60th anni versary celebrated in 2008, Akbank initi ated a social responsibility proj ect 
that aimed to provide an innovati ve ro ute fo r the educati on system, with the target to 
reach hundreds of thousands of students via thousands of teachers w ith its "Power of 
T hinking" project. in the fırs t term of the proj ect, using the slogan "Supporting Teacher 
Tra ini ng for an Asking and Questioning Youth,. , 4 ,250 teachers were trai ned in eight 
c ities to reach 14 1 ,270 students. The training given to the teachers consists of 6 themes: 
quali ti es of active learn ing and the asking-questi oning student, teaching methods and 
techniques, course pl anning and eva luati on, methods fo r teachi ng in different d isciplines 
and m ul ticl iscip linary teach ing, and acti ve self- lca rn ing. in the second phase of the 
proj ect, the a im was to contribute to teachers ' using the model effectively and to students ' 
re inforc ing their think ing skill s in class . 
Akbank also fo unded the " Akbank Thin king Club" in 2008 in order to think together with 
youth, who are among the most important representatives of continuous development and 
innovati on, in order to create a value fo r Turkey ' s fu ture. The Akbank Thinking Club has 
opened the gates ofa new structure where yo uth, as tomorrow' s innovati ve fo rce, fee l 
privil eged and be able to develop themselves . 
With a campaign, organi zed in 20 1 O, Akbank co ll ected read or unused books of its 
employees and sent them to a number of Anatoli an schoo ls that are in need of books. 
Approx imately 3,000 books were donated to schoo ls in Ordu, Van, Ko nya, Kars, and 
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Eskişehir. Employees of Akbank branches in these cities visited schools and helped with 
the di stribution and placeınent. 
Akbank also suppoıied the fırst Turki sh Teaın coınpeting in the "Beijing-Paris 201 O" 
with an Anadol brand car. The "Beijing-Paris 201 O" intemational class ic car endurance 
race, which started in Beijing and ended in Pari s, was organized by the Comınunity 
Volunteers between 1 O September and 16 October 201 O. The revenues eamed from 
fınancial supporters were used to provide scholarships for Comınunity Volunteer 
university students. Every year, the Club chooses ınaximum 30 students with academic 
Grade Point Averages of 3 and above (out of 4) who are innovative, extrovert, analytical-
minded, communicative, result-ori ented, inclined to teamwork and capable of multi-
perspective thought. The student group to prepare the work eaming the highest acclaim at 
the evaluation was incenti ved with a Suınıner School Scholarship at Harvard Uni versity. 
2.7.2.3 .3. Entrepreneurship and lnnovati veness 
The Development Centre fo r Women "BiZ .. , foundcd by KAG JD ER and aım ıng at 
bringing women together in order to increase thcir individual productivity, was opened 
under Akbank 's sponsorship on 26 May 2009. Owing to the BlZ project, whi ch was 
formed in order to increase the participation o f women in econom ic li fe , important 
opportu niti es fo r thinking and producing professional women, academi cians, non-
governmental organi zations for women and ali indi viduals and corporat ions wi shing to 
take advantage of the B iZ infrastructure, are offered. 
2.7.2.3.4. Environınent 
in 20 1 O, "Before They Disappear" Project was initiated in Turkey in coordination with 
the Regional Environınent Center (REC) with the aim of drawing attention to regions at 
risk due to climate change. The project reveals the rapid change in the worlds of farmers 
in the Gediz Delta, glac iers in A l adağ, fı sherm en in Akyatağan and impacts of Climate 
Change, including food safety, water shortage, and loss of natura] assets, are investi gated. 
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2.7.2.3.5. Corporate Donations and Platform for Donations with Credit Cards 
Akbank makes numerous donati ons in addition to their CSR projects in education, youth, 
environment, culture, and arts. Two of the most well-known are the support the bank 
provide for the " Make a Wi sh Foundation" aimed to fulfıll the wi shes of children 
between the ages of 3 and 18 who are fıghting life-threatening diseases, in addition to the 
sponsorship, Akbank provides support to Tunnepa (DenizTemiz Foundation) with the 
purpose of making the protecti on of our coasts and seas a national main concern and 
leaving a habitable country embraced by clean seas to the future generations. 
Akbank , also fomıed a connection for donations to ten Associations and Foundations that 
are acti ve in Turkey. Akbank Cred it Cardholders are able to donate at the amounts they 
choose from their accumulated chip-money or from their credit card acco unts by onetime 
or automatic payment ord ers. 
(http ://www.akbank .com/doc/ Akbank _ su rdurul ebilirlik _ Raporu_ 20 1 O) 
2.8. SERViCE QUALITY 
According to the defi nation given by Payne ( l 993, p.6); ·'a service is an acti vity which 
has some element of in tangibili ty assoc iated with it , whi ch involves some interact ion with 
customers or w ith property in their possess ion, and does not result in a transfer of 
ownership". Serv ice quality can be clefıned asa judgement (a form of att itude) that results 
from compari sons consumers or customers made between their perception and 
ex pectati ons of the actual serv ice perfonn ance (Lewis, 1989). 
ln terms of banking sector, perception of service quality have an impact on enhancing 
reputation and gaining customer loya lty when considered the increas ing competition 
amongst banks. Service quality can be eva luated asa strategic tool to achi eve competitive 
aclvantage and customer sati sfacti on (Jain et al. ,20 l 2). 
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2.8.1. Determinants of Service Quality and Measuring Service Quality Using 
SERVQUAL 
As a result of focus gro up researchs on service provider and customers, Parasuraman et 
al. (1985), suggested ten detemıinants of service quality. Regardless of service types, 
consumers used bas icall y similar criteri a in evaluating service quality. These 
determinants are demonstrated and described in table 2.8 (Parasuraman et al. , 1985); 
Table 2.8 Detemıinants of Service Quality 
Determinant of Service Quality 
Reli ability Consistency of perfo rmance and dependability. lt means 
also that the fııın perforın s the service right the fırs t time. 
Responsi veness Concerns the willingness or readiness of ernp loyees to 
prov ide service. 
Conıpetence Possess ion of the req uired sk ill s and knowledge to perform 
tlıe service. 
Access Approachabi li ty and ease of contact. 
Courtesy Po liteness, respect , consideration, and fr iend li ness of 
contact personnel. 
Communication Keeping customers infonned language they can understand 
and listening to them. 
Cred ibili ty T rustworthiness, beli evability, honesty. 
Secuıity Freedom fro m danger, ri sk or doubt. 
Understanding/Knowi ng Making the effort to understand the customers' needs 
the Customer 
Tangibles The phys ical evidence of the service. 
(So urce: Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Ben y, 1985 , p.47) 
in the same year, Berry et al. ( 1985) fo und that there were a high degree of co rrelation 
between, on the one hand , communi cation, competence, courtesy, credibility and 
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security, and, on the other hand , between access and understanding. Consequently, they 
generated the two broad diınensions of assurance and eınpathy, explicitly, five 
conso lidated dimensions. They developed SERVQUAL with the five dimensions 
including tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy to measure service 
quality (Berry et al. 1985). 
To measure customer sati sfaction with a range of aspects of service quality, Valarie 
Zeithaml and her colleagues improved a exaınination tool called SERVQUAL. It 's based 
on the idea that customers could assess a company' s service quality by comparing thei r 
perceptions of its service with thei r own expectations. SERVQUAL is considered as a 
common measurement too l that can be implemented a wide range of service industri es 
(Lovelock and Wiıiz, 2011). The SERVQUAL scal e comprises fiv e dimensions; 
tangib les, realibility, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. Totall y 2 1 items in these 
fıve dimensions are pointed on a 7-point scale ranging from "stro ngly disagree" to 
.. strongly agree' ' . The SERVQ UAL questions that were classifıed as to each dimension 
were dcmonstrated in the fo llowing Tab le 2.9; 
Table 2.9 SERVQUAL Q uestio ns 
Tangibl cs 
Realibil ity 
• Excell ent banks (refer to cable TV companı es , hospitals, or the 
appropriate service business throughout the questionnaire) will have 
modern-looking eq uiprnent. 
• The physical faci lities at excell ent banks will be visuall y appealing. 
• Employees at excellent banks will be neat in appearance. 
• Materials (e.g., brochures or statements) associated with the service will 
be visuall y appealing in an excell ent bank. 
• When excellent banks promise to the something by a certain time, they 
will do so. 
• When customers have a problem, excellent banks wi ll show a sincere 
interest in so lving it. 
• Excell ent banks will perform the serv ice right the first time. 
• Excell ent banks wi ll provide their services at the time they promi se to do 
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so. 
• Excellent banks will insist on error-free records. 
Responsiveness • Employees of excellent banks will teli customers exactly when services 
Assurance 
Empathy 
will be perfom1ed. 
• Employees of excellent banks will give prompt service to customers. 
• Employees of excellent banks will always be willing to help customers. 
• Employees of excellent banks will never be too busy to respond to 
customer request. 
• The behaviour of employees of excellent banks will insist confidence in 
customers. 
• Customers of excellent banks will safe in their transactions. 
• Employees of excellent banks will be consistently courteous with 
customers. 
• Employees of excellent banks will have the knowledge to answer 
customer questions. 
• Exce ll ent banks will give customers individual attention. 
• Excellent banks wi ll have operating hours convenient to ali their 
customers. 
• Excell ent banks will have employees who gı ve customers personel 
attention. 
• The employees of excellent banks will understand the spesific needs of 
customers. 
(Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry, 1988) 
Quality became an important necessity for ali companies, particularly for service sector 
and thi s also is valid for the banking sector (Bahia and Nantel, 2000). With the financial 
liberali zation and intensive competition, the retail banks directed their strategies towards 
ıncreasın g customer satisfaction and quality. loyalty by . . ımprovıng servıce 
Notwithstanding, it is difficult to differentiate service offerings, the retail banks are 
follow ing this strategy. Characteri sticall y, because of banking products offered by retail 
banks are quickly matched by competitors, it is very hard to perceived differences by 
customers (Choudhury, 2008). On the other hand , owing to the rapid growth in electronic 
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commerce, banks have the opportunity for delivering innovative financial servıces 
especiall y by Internet banking. With this opportunity, customers are ab le to receive 
fınancial services and perfonn their banking transactions by the Internet banking 
whenever they want as long as İnternet access is avail able (Hu and Liao, 2011 ). 
2.9. CORPORA TE IMAGE 
Corporate image is basically everything that company does. According to Veljkovic and 
Petrovic (2011) defınition , image is concluded by ali the company's efforts in the scope 
of products and serv ices, behavior and attitudes ( corporate culture), approach to new 
questions regard ing environmentall y acceptable and sociall y responsible business 
performings, and corporate communications. Ali these build the entire of public 
perceptions regard ing what the company essenti ally embodi es and different gro ups form 
their own perceptions abo ut the company' s image. The co rporate image, as an idea of the 
general consum ers have in mind abo ut company and is a co ll ecti on of senses and 
c l ass ifı cations of direct and indirect ex periences gained in a long-te1111. The concept of 
co rporate image may also be regarded as a corporate personality constructed by 
consumers ' gro ups (Kim , et al, 20 11 ). 
Firstly, in 19th century, the concept of corporate image began to develop in England , and 
then spread to Germany and the Netherlands, and then to the United States. Art and 
fum ishing were the first areas where the image concept was used, then it spread to 
architecture, and fınally , to consumer products, in the United States. Corporate image was 
seen as an important part of the marketing mi x, in each period (F unnan, 201 O). Kennedy 
(l 977) stated that corporate image has two mai n components: the functi onal and the 
emotional. The functiona l component is associated with tangible features which can be 
measured simpl y. On the other hand, the emotional component is related to psychological 
aspects which are manifested by fee lings and attitudes towards a company or 
organi zati on. These fee lings are developed by indi vidual experiences with a company and 
by the process ing of information on the attributes that comprise function al indicators of 
image. Consequentl y, corporate image is the resu lt of an combined process by wh ich the 
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public compares and contrasts the vanous characteristics of company (Ngu yen and 
Leblanc, 2001 ). 
Because of markets have become more competitive and corporate image/reputation more 
sensitive, corporate reputation and brand image has gai ned importance. Corporations are 
exposed to be judged by consumers and others for actions in terms of their sociall y 
responsible behaviours (Smith, 2003). Corporations that have a strong CSR 
image/reputation !ast longer than the other corporations (Kotler and Lee, 2005). 
MutTay and Vogel ( 1997) scrutinized the effect on consumers of combined programs of 
sociall y responsible business practices such as energy conservation, cause promotions, 
community vol unteering, corporate social marketing, as well as pro-active economic 
factors for example paıiicipation in the economic development of the region and 
consumer protection. Their study found that corporate social responsibility programs 
resu lted in improved attitudes towards the company, such as beliefs about the company' s 
honesty, consumcr responsivencss, truth in adverti sing, pro-environmental and pro-
employee attitudcs, and increased support for the finn in labour or government 
di sagreements, and for suggest ing a job app li cation to a friend (Murray and Vogel , 1997). 
Besides, Kim et al. (20 l 1 ), found that the fit between a company and CSR activities 
would have a meaningful effect on corporate image. 
On the other hand , in the literature many researches mentioned that the service quality 
has a signifıcant effect on corporate image. For instance, a research abo ut Turkish mobile 
telecornmunication market held by Aydın and Özer (2005) showecl that there was a 
positive relationship between service quality ancl corporate irnage. in a similar study, Lai 
et al.(2009) found that service quality has a significant and positive effect on corporate 
image in the research about Ch inese mobile phone users. Therefore, the fırst and second 
hypotheses argued that; 
Hl: CSR projects have a positive effec f on corporale image 
J-!2. Service quality hasa positive effecı on corporale image 
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2.10. CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 
Customer satisfaction can be defıned as the ability ofa good or service to meet or exceed 
a customer's demands and expectations. It is quite important , because s atisfı ed customers 
become one of the best customers in terms of being have a long-term and sustainable 
relationship with the company (Boone and Kurtz, 1996) . 
The old period of marketing was one of sati fying the custorner. The environment of the 
cun-ent times, of global competition, and of increase in customer expectati ons now 
dem and customer sati sfaction . This new obj ecti ves necess itate harder work, intensive 
custorner di alogue, a deep perspecti ve, and better alertness. But with the new tool s 
avail able to the marketer these demands can be fu lfıll ed. Sati sfying them offers greater 
honour than ever before (Czinkota, Kotabe, Mercer, 1997). 
Za im et a l. (20 l O) inves ti gated the im pact of the fo ur constructs including customer 
expectation, customer va lue, perceived quali ty, and image of the company, on the 
customer satisfaction in T urk Telekom company. Acco rdi ng to the results of that research 
image of thc conıpany has the hi ghest i nıpact on customer satisfaction as compared to 
other var iab les such as perceived va lue and perce ived quality (Za im et al., 20 1 O). in a 
recent research set out to investi gate the relatio nships among customer sa ti sfaction, 
corporate image and customer loyalty in six large software compani es of Iran, Razavi et 
al. (201 2) indicated that the customer sati sfaction has a s i gnifı cant , positi ve effect on 
corporate image. So, the thi rd hypothes is argued that; 
H3 : Corporate image hasa positive effecı on cııs t omer sati~faction 
While many researchers have asserted the impact of CSR on many factors, including 
word of mouth, loyalty, attitudes, intentions, emoti onal attachment, shopping in-store, 
and brand id entifı cati o n , few studi es have considered the relationshi p between 
sati sfacti on and CSR. Luo and Bhattacharya (2006) who investi gated Fortune 500 
cornpani es, fo und that CSR has a positi ve and direct impacts on custorner sati sfaction , 
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al so on fımıs' market value partially through customer sati sfaction . Besides, that study 
suggests that a fırm ' s CSR has a supporting effect on building a sati s fı ed customer base 
that partially mediates the fınan c ial retums to CS R. Another research about automobile 
industry in Portugal showed that the perception of CSR by the buyers and users of cars 
influenced their sati sfacti on, moreover some CSR issues had a greater impact on 
customer sati sfacti on than others (Loureiro, Sardinha and Reijnders, 201 2). Hence, the 
forth hypothesis suggested that; 
H4: CSR proj ects have a positive e.ffect on cusıomer sati.sfaction 
Customer sati sfaction is the result of customer expectation on the servi ces and products 
that they ha ve received from providers (Abedni ya et al., 2011 ). As mentioned before the 
traditi onal operati onali zati on of service quality (Parasuraman et al. 1985, 1988) includes 
these items; reli ability tangibles, responsiveness, assurance and empath y. Building on the 
wo rk of Parasuraman et al., other research in banking literature recogni zes between two 
ma in dimensions impacting customer sat isfact ion; the quality of the main serv ice ensured 
by the bank ancl the quali ty of the connect ion with the bank (A bore and Busacca, 2009). 
Caceres and Paparo idami s (2007) statecl that increase in service quality could impact 
cus tomer re lat ionshi p quali ty paıi i cul a ry in terms of customer sati sfacti on and trust. Also, 
Liu et al. (20 11 ), fo und that there is a pos itive re lati onship between service quality and 
cus tomer sati sfaction in a research about mobi le phone users in Taiwan. According to a 
res earch hele! by Sudin (2011 ) on the clients of engineering service providers in Malasiya, 
the re are a s i gnifı cant positi ve relati onship between perceived quality and client 
sati sfacti on. An empirical analysis on New Zeland bank customers' sati sfacti on indicates 
tha t service quality has the most influence factor on the bank customers' sati sfaction 
compared to factors such as va lue and corporate image (Gan et al., 20 l l ) . Thus, the fıfth 
hypothesis arguecl that; 
H- . Service quality hasa p ositive e.ffec ı on cusıomer sat isf'cıcı ion 
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2.11. LOYALTY 
Because of the recent and cutTent popularity, the concept of loyalty has attracted much 
researchers attention. Loyalty basicall y is used to describe fıdelity , and enthusiastic 
devoti on generally to a country, a cause, or individual. Lately, loya lty is used in a 
business context, to describe a customer ' s read iness to carry on patronizing a company in 
a long-term period and advising the company' s products or services to friend s and 
associates. Customer loyalty goes beyond behaviour and includes choice, desire, and 
future motivations (Lovelock and Wirtz, 20 11 ). Pan et al. (2012) ha ve defı ned loyalty as 
the strength ofa customer's characterist ic connection to a brand or a serv ice provider and 
his/her intention fo r buying again the brand or repatronize the service provider constantly 
in the future. They also emphasized that customer loyalty is one of the most enduring 
assets ofa company. By creating and continuing customer loya lty, a company can build a 
long-term, mutually benefıcia l relationship with the customers (Pan et al. , 20 12). 
Some of the more general typcs of loya lty are demonstrated in the fo ll owing Table 2. 1 O 
(F iil , 1999, p.365) ; 
Table 2.10 Types of Loyalty 
Eınotiona l Loyalty This ı s a true form of lo yalty and ıs driven by personal 
identifıcation with real or perceived val ues and benefıts. 
Price Loyalty Thi s type of loyalty is driven by rational economic behaviour and 
the maın motivation are cautious management of money or 
fınancial necessity. 
Incentivi sed Thi s refers to proıniscuous buyers: those with no one favorite 
Loyalty brand who demonstrate through repeat experı ence the value 
becoming loyal. 
Monopoly Loyalty Thi s class of loya lty ari ses where a consuıner has no purchase 
choice due to a nationa l monopoly. This, therefore, is not a true 
fo rm of loyalty. 
lnerti a Thi s final fom1 of loyalty arises when a buyer ı s disinclined to 
move between brand for whatever reason. 
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Accordi g to an empirical analysis on haircut service in Taiwan held by W ang (201 O) , 
corporate image has a stronger pos iti ve effect on customer loyalty when switching costs 
are low tha n when switching costs are high (Wang, 20 1 O). Besides, the research applied 
in order to identify the most important antecedents of customer loyalty in Mon-ocan 
banking sector revealed that corporate image impacts customer loyalty positi vely (Tariq 
and Moussaoui, 2009) . Corporate reputati on and image are considered as major factors in 
creating and sustaining loyalty among customers (Raj, 1985). Consequentl y, the sixth 
hypothe:) is suggested that; 
H6: Corporaıe image hasa posilive ejfecl on loyalıy 
CSR ha5 a positive impact on consumers' assessment about the company or product and 
on their w illingness to purchase the company's product. (Sen and Bhattacharya, 200 1; 
Brown and Dacin, 1997) . Maignan et al. ( 1999) stated that some indivi duals attach value 
at compa ni es' effo ıis in do nat ion programs, energy conserva ti on, or sponsorshi p and 
these kind of CSR appl ica ti ons mi ght strengthen loya lty toward the company. Acco rd ing 
to the research held by Lee et al.(20 11 ), consumcr perception of CS R act ivities pos itively 
effect consumer loyalty. That study also emphas izcd that in itiat ives on corporate soc ial 
responsib ili ty provic.lc a d istinct ive opportunity in order to connect consumcrs and 
companics in a meaningfu l way, c reating the values and li festy les of interest to 
consumers . Moreover that study suggested that the companies co ul d create synergy fro m 
social and economic values throughout obvious and precise directi ons fo r CSR acti viti es 
(Lee et al. ,20 1 1 ). Thus, the seventh hypothesis suggested that; 
H 7: CSR projecıs have a positive effecı on loyalıy 
Aydın and üzer (2005) fo und that service quality has an indirect and positi ve effect on 
loyalty via trust, corporate image and switching cost in their research on Turkish mobile 
telecommuni cation market. On the other hand, O li ver (1999) stated that if the customer's 
needs were satisfıed by the service prov ider in a better way than the other service 
providers, it is possib le to create customer loyalty. Likewise, Clarke (200 1 ), proposed 
that customer satisfacti on could be effecti ve on creating customer loyalty. Al so, Deng et 
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al.(201 O) and Liu et al. (2011) proved that customer sati sfaction ha ve a positive effect on 
customer loyalty. According to a research on Moroccan banking sector held by Tariq and 
Moussaoui (2009), customer sati sfaction is positively correlated to customer loyalty. 
Finally, the eighth and the nineth hypothes is suggested that; 
H8: Service quality hasa pos it ive ejfect on loyalty 
H9: Customer Satisfaction hasa positive anda direct ejfect on loyalty 
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CHAPTER3 
FIELD STUDY ON THE IMP ACT OF BANKS' CSR PROJECTS ON 
CUSTOMERS. 
in thi s chapter, the hypotheses of the study will be introduced. Subsequentl y, the 
conceptual model will be drawn in the light of proposed hypotheses. F inall y, research 
design and methodo logy w ill be di scussed. 
3.1. HYPOTHESES and CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
The main purpose of thi s research is to understand the ro le of bank ' s co rporate social 
responsibili ty on banks ' customers ' perception. However, the direct effect of co rporate 
social responsibility on corporate image, customer sati sfacti on and loya lty w ill be 
analyzed . 
On the oth er hand , the d irect effect of service quali ty on corporate image, customer 
sati sfact ion and loya lty is aimed to be analyzed to understand the customers ' perception 
and eva luati on abo ut banks. Also , the direct e ffect of co rporate image and customcr 
sati sfaction on loya lty wi ll be measured. For this study fo ll owi ng hypotheses are proposed; 
H 1- CSR projects ha ve a positive effect on corporate image (CSR -7 IMAG E) 
H2- Service quali ty has a posit ive effect on co rporate image (SQ -7 IMAGE) 
H3- Corporate image hasa positi ve effect on customer sati sfacti on ( IMAGE -7 CS) 
H4- CSR proj ects have a posi ti ve effect on customer satisfaction (CSR-7 CS) 
H5- Serv ice quality hasa positi ve effect on customer sati sfaction (SQ -7 CS) 
H6- Corp rate image hasa positi ve effect on loyalty (IMAGE -7 LOYALTY) 
H7- CSR proj ects have a positi ve effect on loyalty (CSR-7 LOYALTY) 
H8- S eı-v i ce quali ty hasa positive effect on loyalty (SQ -7 LOY ALTY) 
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H9- Customer satisfaction hasa positive effect on loyalty (CS--7 LOY AL TY) 
Considering the afo rementioned hypotheses, to demonstrate the relationship between 
each vari able the fo llowing conceptual model is developed ; 
Figure 3.1 Conceptual Model 
H7(+) l HI(+) ~ CSR 
H3(+) ~ 
H4(+) 
es 
1-15(+) 
H8(+) 
3.2. RESEARCJ-1 DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
in this part of the study, research des ign and ınethodology including questionnaire des ign, 
sarnp le des ign, cl ata co llection methocl , construct measure rnent and stati stical ana lys is using 
fo r understanding the relationship arnong variab les will be expla inecl. 
3.2.1. Questionnaire Design 
As stated before, the m ain purpose of this research is to understand the impacts of b anks 
approaches in the fıeld of corporate social responsibility as well as serv ice quality on 
customers in te rms of corporate image, custorner sati sfacti o n and loyalty context. In order 
to get data related to the purpose of the study, a questi onnaire that contains 47 questi ons 
was prepared. T hroughout the research, the questionnaires are chosen as prirnary data 
source. 
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The questionnaire consists of fıve main sections. In the fırs t section, the rnost preferred 
banks of the respondents were asked . in the second section which includes 28 questions, 
the dimensions of corporate social responsibility, service quality, customer satisfaction, 
loyal t y and image were researched . In the third section , the respondents were asked 
whether they rely on banks' CSR projects or not and their expectation of increasing CSR 
projects of the banks near future. 
In the second and the third section, the respondents were expected to indicate their 
responses to each question by marking a score between 1 and 5, with 1 denoting 
"strongly di sagree" and 5 denoted "strongly agree''. In the fourth section, the respondents 
were asked to state the Jevel of impoıiance they attach to the CS R project types given in 
the questi onnaire. Here, respondents were asked to state their responses by marking a 
score between 1 and 5, wi th 1 denoting ·'not at ali im portant" and 5 denoted "very 
important" . Eventuall y, the fıfth and final part of the questi onnaire was related to 
demographi c info rmation of the respondents and it includes as gender, age, educat ional 
backgro und , monthly income level and working situat ion. 
3.2.2. Sample Design and Data Collection 
In order to co ll ect the primary data, nearly 300 bank customers were selected and 
convenience sampling technique was used for the research. Some of the questi onnaires 
were di stributed via e-mail and most of them were shared via social medi a, owning to this 
way respondents could eas il y submit their forms. Also, some respondents helped to 
di stribute and collect the questi onnaire via e-rnail. Eventually, total 242 completed 
questionnaire forrns were obtained to be used for thi s research. So, response rate of the 
questionnaire was approx imately 8 1 %. Most of the respondents were from İstanbul and 
İzmir. 
Collection of the data took approximately twenty days between February 20 12 and M arch 
2012. After gathering ali <lata, the analys is proccess was started to understand customers' 
percepti on about banks' CSR projects, as well as to measure service quality, customer 
sati sfaction , corporate im age and Joyalty. 
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3.2.3. Construct Measurement 
ln thi s study, different ıneas ureınents were selected according to the variabl es. These are 
corporate social responsibility, service quality, custoıner sati sfaction, corporate ımage 
and loya lty. Each ıneasureınen t will be explained under the related heading. 
3.2.3.1. Corporate Social Responsibility 
A great deal of research has already shown that coınpanies' CSR applications have a 
strong influence on consuıners both directl y ancl indirectly, so it's important to 
understancl the ınechanisms by ıneans of which CSR affects (or doesn' t affect) consumers 
(Swaen and Chuınpitaz, 2008). CSR-ıninded coınpanies basically a iın to strengthen the 
fairness and honesty on their busi ness pratices, ensure product and serv ice reliability, 
protect eınp l oyees and cus toıners ri ghts as well as cnhance en v ironın ental perforınance. 
To measure custoıners· CS R perception, the measurement devcloped by Swaen and 
Chumpitaz (2008) was utili zed and adapted to thi s research. The ori ginal measurement 
that conta ins 18 questions was used for ıneasuring cosınetic and sportswear consuın ers ' 
CSR pcrccptions ofa coınpa n y ' s in Belgi um . 
T he measurement demonstrated in the Tabl e 3.1 was used to ın easure customers' 
percepti on of CSR activiti es executed by the banks. Here, the respondents were asked to 
state their cho ice about the bank which they most preferred, by marking a score on a fıve 
point Likert Scale that was represented 1 = "strongly disagree" and 5= "strongly agree" 
for 13 items scale. 
Table 3.1 Corporate Social Responsibility Measureınent 
X support s social and cultural activities (arts, culture, sports) in the region where it operates. 
X supports humanitarian cause(s) . 
X recluces its consumpti on of natura! sources. 
X makes its procluction process more environmentally frienclly. 
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X nıakes its products as ecologica l as poss ible. 
X provides consunıers with accurate infonnation about products ' conıpos ition. 
X treats workers fairly irrespect ive of gender and ethnic or religious backround. 
X protects enıployee rights. 
X guarantees enıployees ' hea lth and safety. 
X looks after consumers ' rights (in terms of after-sales services, guarantees, information). 
X creates j obs . 
X trea ts c u s tonıers fairly. 
X acts in accordance with current laws ancl legislation . 
Source: Swaen-Chumpi taz, 2008 
3.2.3.2. Service Quality 
Dcterminati on the criteri a and measurement of serv ice qua lity precisely is complex and 
d iffı cu lt beca use of th at scrvices are intangibl c, hetero geneo us, peri shable and 
inseperabl e in tc rnı s of producti on and consumption (A thanasso poul os et a l. , 200 l ). 
Parasuraman et a l. ( 1985) stated that reta il banking services were more " hi gh contact 
scrv ices'· in thc rcsearch held on fo ur service catago ri es includ ing reta il banking, credit 
ca rd , securiti es brokerage and product repair and maintenance. In terms of banking 
services, th e fact that the varied service products are offered and their interface with the 
infornıation technology like İnternet banking, electronic banking channel s such as ATM , 
kiosk ete. require revising the service quality measurement dimension. 
From the Nordic perspective the service quality are explained on two dimensions i.e. 
functional and technical quality. On the other hand , The American perspective defınes 
service quality on fı ve dimensions, which are reli ability, responsiveness, empathy, 
ass urance and tangibility (Jain et a l. , 20 12). Many researchers have agreed upon that both 
N o rd ic and Anı eri can perspecti ve defınes the customer' s perception of the organizati on' s 
technical and functional quality, service product, service delivery and service 
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environment, which reliability, respons ı veness, ernpathy assurance and tangibles are 
associated wi th the service experi ence (Brady and Cronin, 2001). 
in this study, to assess the impact of service quality, the measurement was utilized from 
the research held by Vlachos et al. in 2009. That research was about corporate social 
responsibility, attributions, lo yalty and the medi ating role of trust on mobile services 
industry and the service quality measureınent in that research had been adapted from the 
study held by Brady and Cronin in 200 1. 
In the Table 3.2 service quality measurement which has been modifı ed as to banking 
service quality dimensions was demostrated. Similiar to corporate social responsibility 
measurement fıgu red above, fıve point Likert Scale was used to obtain information from 
customers about their perception of service quality. 
Table 3.2 Serv ice Qual ity Meas urement 
1 would rate X 's pyhsical environment highl y. 
Employees at X are knowlcdgeable about the ir scrv ices. 
X is organi zed so as to make it easy to get a good service when problems occur. 
X employees approach their work with professionalism and dedication. 
Overall, 1 wou ld say the quality of my interaction w ith X ' s employees is excell ent. 
Source: Vlachos et al. ,2009 
3.3.2.3. Customer Satisfaction 
In this study, overall customer sati sfacti on was aimed to be measured. Therefore, a three-
item construct was utili zed from a research held by Chiou and Droge in 2006 which was 
about the effects of service quality and loyalty on satisfaction and loyalty in high-
involvement and high-service luxury product markets. The overall customer sati sfacti on 
construct used in that research had been taken from Oliver' s study on antecedents and 
consequences of sati sfaction deci sions written in 1980. 
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The five-point Likeıi Scale was appliecl to three-item construct showecl in the following 
Table 3.3 Customer Satisfation Measurement to assess the overall satisfaction of the 
responclents. 
Table 3.3 Customer Satisfaction Measurement 
I' m happy about my clecision to choose XYZ brancl. 
1 believe I clicl the right thing when I usecl XYZ brancl . 
Overall , I ' m satisfıecl with the clecision to use XYZ brand. 
Source: Chiou-Droge, 2006 
3.3.2.4. Loyalty 
The loyalty construct was measurecl with a three- item measurement and by using fıve­
point Liket Sca le. The loyalty measurement was adapted from the stucly about customer 
loyalty in thc T urki sh mobile te lecommunicati on market held by Aydın ancl Özer (2004) . 
The original of loya lty measurement used th at research was cleveloped by Narayandas 
( 1996) and consistccl of fıve-item s for measurin g repurchase intention , res istance to 
switching to competitor's procluct and wi llingncss to recommend product to people. The 
loyalty meas urement used in this resea rch is shown in the following table 3.4. 
Table 3.4 Loyalty Measurement 
I wi ll go on using thi s bank. 
I recommend thi s bank to people. 
Even if the other banks ' interest rates and commission were more convenient billing, I 
would go on working with this bank. 
Source: Aydın and Özer, 2004 
3.3.2.5. Corporate Image 
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Likewise loyalty construct, to measure corporate image the measurement adapted frorn 
sarne the study held by Aydın and Özer (2004). The original fıve-items corporate image 
measurement used in that research was developed by Bayol et al. (2001 ). For this 
research the mentioned measurement modifıed to banking sector as four-items scale 
which was demonstrated in the following Table 3.5. 
Table 3.5 Corporate Image Measurement 
This company is a leading fırm in the Turkish Banking sector. 
This company is stable and fırmly established. 
This company is innovative and forward-looking. 
This company has a positive image. 
Source: Aydın and Özer, 2004 
3.3.3. Measurement Customers' CSR Perception and Expectation 
in thi s part of the questi onnaire, customers ' perception and expectation about corporate 
social responsibility were tri cd to be measured. As mentioned before, thi s part of the 
research was devcloped fo r cx ploratory purposes, so the reli ability and va lidity checks 
were not conducted. in the first secti on of thi s part, respondents were asked how ex tent 
they agree about CS R proj ects of the banks are important and trustable . Furthermore, 
expectation about increasing Banks' CSR proj ects were aimed to be measured and 
respondents were asked to what extent they agree with this expectation . Respondents 
wanted to state their choice by marking each question form "strongly di sagree" and 
"strongly agree" in a fı ve point Likert Scal e. The measurement developed for thi s 
research can be seen in the following Table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6 Customers' CSR Perception and Expectation 
Ql .CS R projects developed by the banks are important. 
Q2.Social responsibility projects of the banks are only for showing off. 
Q3.The di vers ity and prevalancy of the banks' CSR projects will be increased. 
In thi s survey, respondents were also asked about the level of importance they attached to 
CS R projects and which type projects they would like to their banks improve and apply. 
In thi s part of the questionnaire, it was aimed to gain insight from customers for further 
CSR proj ects which will be developed by the banks in the future . Here, respondents 
asked opt ionall y to indi cate their opinion by mark ing each expression forn1 " not at ali 
importanf ' and ' ·very impoıiant" in a fıve point Likeıi Scale. The expressions to gain 
insight from customers about their CS R projects preferences were shown in the Table 3.7. 
Table 3.7 Custorn ers' CSR Preferences 
Supporting the inves tments on renewable energy. 
S uppo ıiing the investrnents for protecting env ironment and afforestation. 
Supporting the proj ects for developing organi c agricu lture. 
Supporting for educati on. 
Supporting for people who effected by natura! disasters. 
Suppoı1ing for sport and sportsmanship . 
Supporting the projects improved fo r di sab led people. 
Suppoı1ing the projects improved for women labo ur. 
Supporting for cultu ra l activiti es and art. 
Supporting fo r protecting hi storical arti fac ts. 
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3.3.4. Demographics 
Although, the impact of demographic results in thi s research neither taken into account 
nor demographic cornpari son establi shed , it rnust be considered that these data rnay be 
useful for further researches especially whil e examining the relationship between 
customers' demographic characters and corpora te social responsibility as well as the 
other variabl es existing in this study. 
In thi s research , to obtain dernographic infoımatio n about respondents, they were wanted 
to state their gender, age, education, avarage rnonthl y income !eve! and occupation . 
3.3.5. Statistical Analysis 
Whether the relationship is ex isting or not among the variables given in the conceptual 
model demonstrated as Figure 3. 1 including co rporate social responsibility, service 
qua li ty, customer sa ti sfacti on, corporate image and loya lty is exaınined by using 
co rrelati on analys is. Owing to co rrelati on analysis , the directi on and strenght of the 
re lat ionshi p betwecn the vari abl es in the conceptual model will be defıned and 
hypotheses proposed is tested. Furthermore, fo r better understanding the associati on 
bctwccn depcndent and independent va ri abl es regression analysis is applied. 
in thi s stud y, SPSS 17.0 (S tati sti ca l Package fo r the Social Sciences) was utili zed fo r both 
undcrstanding the relati onship between vari abl es and testing hypotheses. F irstl y, obtained 
responds froın questi onnaires were automaticall y loadecl in Excel format , then transfered 
to S PSS 17. 0. Finall y, responcls in other words results were analyzecl by the help of SPSS 
17.0. 
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CHAPTER4 
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
4.1. Demographic Profile of the Respondents 
Table 4.1 provides a summary for the demographic profile of the respondents; 
Table 4.1 Demographic Profile of the Respondents 
Frequencv Percent 
Age 
18-28 44 18,2% 
29-39 164 67 ,8% 
40-49 26 10,7% 
50 and 50+ 8 3,3% 
Gender 
Feınale 147 60,7% 
Male 95 39,3% 
Education 
Litera tc 1 0,4% 
E l cnı enU1ry Sc hoo l o 0,0% 
Sccondary Schoo l o 0,0% 
1 Iigh School 18 7,4% 
Bachelor 189 78, 1% 
Master O r Doctorate 34 14,0% 
A varage Income Level 
0-999 TL 19 7,9% 
1 000-1 999 TL 75 31 ,0% 
2000-2999 TL 73 30,2% 
3000-3999 TL 33 13,6% 
4000 TL and more 42 17,4% 
Occupation 
Pri vate ector 203 83,9% 
Se l f-Enıp l oyed 24 9,9% 
Retired 2 0,8% 
Unemployed 8 3,3% 
Studcnt 5 2, 1% 
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18.2 % of the respondents were aged between 18 and 28; 67.8 % of respondents that 
represent the majori ty were aged between 29 and 39; 1O.7 % of the respondents age were 
between 40 and 49 ; finally 3,3 % of them were aged between 50 and o ver 50. According 
to the results obtained from the field research, 60. 7 % of the respondents were female and 
39.3 % ofthem were male. Only one respondent was literate and none of the respondents 
was elementary or secondary school graduated. 7,4 % of the respondents were high 
school graduated. The majority of the respondents were bachelor and 14% of them ha ve a 
master or Phd degree. According to the monthly avarage income level, 7.9% of the 
respondents have a monthly income lower than 1000 TL, 31 % of them have between 
1000 TL and 1999 TL, 30,2% of the respondents ha ve monthly income between 2000 and 
2999 TL, 17,4% of them have more than 4000 TL. Finally, great majority of the 
respondents with 83,9% proportion work in private sector, 9,9% of them have their own 
job or work freelance . Only two respondent were ret ired , 3,3% of them were unemployed 
and 2, 1 % were student. 
A questionnairc was utilized to research Turkish bank customers ' perceptions towards 
CSR projects of the banks and the ali variables including corporate social responsibility, 
serv ice quality, customcr sa ti sfaction, loyalty, trust and image were measured using the 5-
point Likert sca le. 
4.2. Bank Pref erene es of the Respondents 
As stated before, in the fırst section of the questionaire, respondents were asked to state 
three banks which they most prefen-ed, then in the second section they wanted to answer 
the questions by considering fırst bank that they stated in the fırst section. Respondents 
answered the questions by marking a score between 1 and 5, with the 1 the response 
represented "strongly disagree" and 5 denoted "strongly agree" . The following table 4.2 
demonstrates the most preferred banks of respondents. 
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Table 4.2 Bank Preferences of the Respondents 
FIRSTBANK 
Frequency Pct. 
İ ş Bankası 138 57% 
Garanti Bankas ı 43 18% 
YKB 21 9% 
Akbank 18 7% 
HSBC 4 2% 
ING Bank 3 1% 
Ziraat Bankas ı 3 1% 
Bank Asya 2 1% 
Halk Bank 2 1% 
TEB 2 1% 
Abn Amro 1 0% 
Anadolu Bank 1 0% 
Citibank 1 0% 
Deniz Bank 1 0% 
Finans Bank 1 0% 
Vakıf Bank 1 0% 
Total 242 100 
33 of 242 respondents choose to work with merely one bank and 30 of them work only 
two banks while 179 respondents work with at least three banks. %79 of respondents who 
work with only one bank and %57 of ali respondents prefer İ ş Bankası. Garanti Bankas ı , 
Akbank and Yapı Kredi Bankas ı are the other foremost banks whi ch the respondent 
prefer to work with frequently. 
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4.3. Descriptive Statistics 
Descriptive statistics are used to summanze sample or population data with numbers , 
tables and graphs (Agresti and Finlay, 2009). The most important measurements used in 
descriptive statistics are mean and standard deviation . 
Mean is the most common central tendency m easurement and defınes the characterictics 
of the response set. Add itionally, standard deviation shows the measurement of variation 
or "dispersion" exists from the mean. The lower standard deviation indicates the closer 
data points to the mean (Kalaycı , 201 O) . 
In this study after defın ing variables to understand the link between vari ables including 
corporate social responsib ility, service quali ty, co rporate image, customer sati sfacti on 
and loyalty, as mentioned before, respondents were asked to indicate their answers far 
each question by mark ing sco re between 1 = strongly di sagree and 5= strongly agree. 
According to the answers gained from 242 respondents, the descripti ve stati sti cs such as 
mean and standart deviation are shown in the fo ll owing Tab le 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Descripti vc Stati stics 
Std . 
Mean Deviat io n 
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 3,74 ,760 
Q l. This bank support soc ial and cultura l ac ti viti es (arts, culture, sports) in the region 3,80 1, 103 
where it operates 
Q2 . This bank support humanitarian cause(s) 3,73 1,092 
Q3 . This bank reduce its consumption of natura! sources 3,53 1,075 
Q4. T his bank make its production proccss morc environmcnta ll y fri cndl y 3,66 1,003 
Q5. This bank make its products as eco logica l as possible 3,44 ,993 
Q6. This bank provide consumers wi th acc urate inforrnation about products ' 3,74 ,992 
compos ition 
Q7 . This bank treat wo rkers fairly irrespecti ve o f ge nder and e thnic or re li gious 3,78 1, 100 
lbackround 
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Q8. This bank pro tect employee rights 3,62 ,97 1 
Q9. This bank guarantee eınp loyees' hea lth and safety 4 ,05 ,908 
Q IO. This bank look after consumers ' ri ghts (in terıns of after-sa les serv ices, 3,70 1 ,052 
guarantees, information) 
Q 11. This bank create jobs 3,77 ,992 
Q 12 . This bank treat customers fa irl y 3,57 1, 11 8 
Q 13. This bank act in accordance with cuITent laws and legislation 4 ,2 1 ,955 
SERViCE QUALITY 3,8~ ,76~ 
Q I4. 1 would rate this bank ' s pyhsica l env i ro nınent highl y 4,23 ,833 
Q 15. Employees at thi s bank are knowledgeable about their services 3,86 ,939 
Q 16. This bank is orga ni zed so as to ınake it easy to get a good service when problems 3,64 1,001 
occur 
Q 17. T his bank ' s e nıployees approach their wo rk with profess i onalisın and dedica ti on 3,82 ,925 
K> 18. Overa ll , 1 wou ld say the quality o f ıny interaction wit h thi s bank ' s eınployees is 3,74 ,9 17 
exce llent 
CUSTOMER SAT ISFACT1 0N 3,94 ,842 
Q24. l ' m happ y about my decision to choose this bank 3,98 ,883 
Q25. 1 be li eve 1 did thc right thin g when 1 used thi s bank 3,83 ,937 
Q26. Overa ll , l ' nı sa ti s fi ed with the dec ision to use thi s bank 4 ,0 1 ,852 
lMAGE 4,27 ,802 
Q30. T his bank is a lead in g fırın in the Turkish banking sec tor 4 ,20 ,97 1 
Q3 1. This bank is stab le ancl firnı l y established 4 ,36 ,893 
Q32. This bank is innovative and fo rwa rd-look ing 4 ,15 ,9 14 
Q33. This bank hasa positi ve image 4 ,36 ,804 
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4.4. Test of Hypotheses 
4.4.1. Correlation Analysis 
Correlation analysis is a technique in order to test whether there is a relationship between 
two variables or not. If these two variables ha ve a relationship, correlation coeffıcient (r) 
which varies from - l to + 1 is used to measure strength ofa supposed linear association 
between two variables . The aim of correlation analysis is to see in which direction the 
dependent variable will change when the independent variable is change (Kalaycı , 201 O). 
Table 4.4 Correlation Between Variables 
Correlations 
CS R SQ es LOYALTY IMAGE 
CS R Pearson Corrcla ıi o ıı 1 , 735 ° ,761 " ,773" ,738° 
Sig. (2- ı a ilcd ) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000 
N 242 242 242 242 242 
SQ Pcarson Corrclaı i o ıı ,735° 1 ,723" ,657" ,6 17'' 
Sig. (2- t <ı il cd ) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000 
N 242 242 242 242 242 
es P ca rso ıı Co rn.:laı i o n ,761 .. ,723 '' 1 ,846" ,680" 
Sig. (2-ıa i lcd) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000 
N 242 242 242 242 242 
LOYALTY Pea rson Corrc l a ıi o ıı ,773" ,657" ,846" 1 ,690" 
Sig. (2-t ailed) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000 
N 242 242 242 242 242 
IMAGE Pca rson Corre l a ti o ıı ,738" ,6 17" ,680" ,690'* 1 
Sig. (2-ta il cd) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000 
N 242 242 242 242 242 
**. Corre l at i oıı is s i g nitlcaııt at tlıe O.Ol !eve! (2-tai led). 
Relationship between corporate social responsibility, servıce quality, corporate ımage, 
customer sati sfaction and loyalty were examinecl by the correlation analysis. 
As seen on the Table 4.4, the relati onship between corporate social responsibility and 
corporate image was found statisticall y signifıcant (p<0,01 ). Acco rding to the results, 
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Corporate social responsibility and corporate image showed positive association (r= 
0,738). Likewise, service quality and corporate image revealed positive coıTelation at the 
level of stati st icall y s ignifıcance (p<O,O 1) (r=0,617). 
On the other hand , positive and a strong relationship was found between corporate social 
responsibility and customer satisfaction at the statistically signifıcance level (p<0,01) 
(r=0,761) . Furthem1ore, service quality was positively related to customer satisfaction 
(r=O, 723) and this relationshi p was also found statistical 1 y signi fıcant (p<O,O 1 ). 
Accord ing to the correlation analysis, each independent variable including corporate 
image, corporate social responsibili ty, service quality, customer satisfaction has 
stati sticall y s i gnifı cant rel ationship between the dependent variab le loyalty (p<0,01). 
Addit ional ly, corporate image (ı -0 , 690) , corporate social responsibility (r=0,773), 
service quality (r=0,657) and customer sati sfaction (r=0,846) were fo und positi vely 
associatecl with loya lty. 
When there is a strong corre lation between inclepenclent variabl es , th e probl em of 
multi co llinearity is mentioned. lf the correlation between indepenclent va ri ab les is eq ual 
to or more th an 0.80, the problem of multicollinearity is unavoi clabl e (Kalaycı, 20 1 O). ln 
thi s stucl y, al i correla ti ons between the inclepencl ent va ri abl es were checkecl ancl a serious 
multi co llinearity problem was not cletectecl. 
4.4.2. Regression Analysis 
Regressi o n anal ys is is a process for explanation the relat ionship between a dependent 
variab le and one or more inclependent variabl es by the mathematical equation. ln this 
stucly, the relati onships among the inclicatecl variables in tabl e 4.4 and proposecl 
hypotheses in the third chapter wi ll be testecl by utili zing linear regress ion anaylsis. ln 
thi s stucly the methocl of regress ion analys is was defıned as " enter rn ethocl", however 
when "stepwi se method" was app li ecl for each regression anaylsis, simil ar res ults were 
obtained. The "'stepwise rnethod" regression analysis results will be dernonstared in 
appendices. 
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Table 4.5 Regression Analysis Between CSR, serv ice quality and corporate image 
Variables Entered!Removedb 
Model Vari ab les Enterccl Vari ables Removed Methocl 
1 SQ, CSR" En ter 
a. Ali requested variabl es cnterecl . 
b. Depeııcl ent Variabl e: IMAGE 
M d IS o e ummary 
Acljusted R Std . EıTor of the 
Model R R Square Durbin-Wa tso ıı 
Squarc Estiııı a te 
1 ,746" ,557 ,553 ,53676 1,798 
a. Precli ctors: (Co ıı staııt ) , SQ, CSR 
b. Depcııcl c ııt Variab lc: IMAGE 
Model S uııı of Squ ares df Mean Square F Sig 
1 Rcgress i n ıı 8 (ı ,4 8 5 2 43,243 150,088 ,000" 
Residual 68,859 239 ,288 
Total 155,344 24 1 
a. Precli ctors: (Co ıı s t aııt) , SQ, CS R 
b. Depenclc ııt Vari ab lc: IMAG E 
Coefficients' 
Model Sta ııcl a rcli zecl 
U ıı sta ııcl a rcl i zecl Coeffi c i e ııt s Coefficients 
B Stcl. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 1, 17 1 ' 188 6,234 ,000 
CS R ,653 ,067 ,6 18 9,735 ,000 
SQ ' 17 1 ,066 ' 163 2,575 ,O il 
a. Depenclent Variablc: IMAGE 
In the fırs t part of Table 4.5 , the model suınrn ary gı ves R squared which call ed as 
coeffıcient of determinat ion. R squared shows what extent dependent variable ı s 
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explained by independent variable(s). On the other hand, when the number of 
independent vari abl es included in the model increases, R square w ill increase. in that 
case, adjusted R squared ind icator should be considered (Kal aycı , 20 1 O). in thi s model, 
%55 ,3 of the dependent variable; corporate image is explained by the independent 
variables ; CSR and service quality. The remaining %44,7 indicates the vari ables that 
weren ' t included in the model. 
The second part of Table 4.5 shows ANOV A which is the inferential method fo r 
comparing several means is called the analysis of vari ance (Agresti and Finlay, 2009). 
AN OV A is used for testing whether the model is completely s i gnifı cant or not (Ka l ayc ı , 
201 O) . Here, F value in the second paıi of the table shows the !eve! of s i gnifıcance of the 
m odel. in the Tabl e 4.5, F= 150,088 indicates that the model is s i gnifı cant at every level 
(s ig.= ,000). 
ln the third part of Table 4.5, B va lue gives tendency of va ri ables ancl paıi i a l regress ion 
coeffı cent . Beta is a standard ized regress ion coeffıc i e nt that helps measuring the change 
in the mean va lue of depenclent variab le when per uni t change in independent vari able. 
Add itionall y, in thi s part T va lue shows s i gn i fıcance of each variabl e incl uded to the 
model. To dec ide thc variable is stati sticall y signiticant , s igni ticance va lue should be 
equal or sma ll er than 0,05 (Ka l ayc ı , 20 1 O) . in th is model, signi ticance value (sig.=,000) 
spec i fıes that the relati on between corporate image and CSR is statistica ll y s i gni fıcant . 
Likewise, T value fo r the re lat ionship between co rporate image and service quality 
(sig.=,O l 1) indicates statistica ll y s i gnifı cance. T he beta value is a measure of how 
strongly each independen t variable influences the dependent variable. ln other words, 
beta value shows the importance level of each independent vari able (Ka l ayc ı , 20 1 O). 
Therefore, it can be saicl that the higher the beta value the greater the impact of the 
indepenclent vari abl e on the dependent vari able. in thi s model , beta va lue of CSR (Beta= 
,6 18) is greater than beta value of SQ (Beta= , 163) that means co rporate social 
responsibility has a greater importance on corporate image as to service quality. 
Durbin Watson coeffıci ent is used to test autocorrelation and the value of Durbin-Watson 
is ranged between O and 4 . lf Durbin Watson coeffıc i ent is closed to "O" that represents 
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excess ive positi ve autocoJTelation, if it is closed to "4" that shows that there a negative 
autocon elati on among the variables . Generall y, it is expected to be between 1,5 and 2,5 
(Ka l aycı , 20 10). in this model, DW coeffı c i ent is 1,798 so that represents there wasn' t 
autocon elati on. These results support the H 1 and H2. Thus, both CSR and service quality 
have a positi ve effect on corpora te image. 
Table 4.6 The Regression Analysis Between corporate image, serv ice quality, corporate 
social responsibil ity and customer satisfaction 
Varia bles Entered/Removedb 
Model 
Va riables Entered Variables Reıııoved Method 
1 IMAGE, SQ, CSRa En ter 
a. Al 1 requ ested va ri ab les eııt ered . 
b. Oepeııdeııt Variable: es 
Model Std. Errm of tlıc 
R R Sq uarc Adj ustcd R Squarc Es t iııı a te Durbiıı-Wat soıı 
1 ,8 1 oa ,657 ,653 ,49634 2,080 
a. Prcdictors: (Coıı s t a ııt ) , IMAG E. SQ, CS R 
b. Dcpendent Variablc: es 
Model Suııı of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regress i oıı 112,262 3 37,42 1 15 1,896 ,oooa 
Res idual 58,633 238 ,246 
Tota l 170,895 24 1 
a. Prcdi ctors: (Co ıı s taııt) , IM AGE, SQ, CS R 
b. Oepeııd e ııt Variable: es 
Coeffici ents• 
Mode l S ta ııd a rdi zed 
U ıı staııdard i zcd Cocfticieııt s Cocrticicnts 
B Std . Error Beta l Sig. 
1 (Co ıı s t aııt ) , 11 3 , 187 ,604 ,546 
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CSR ,4 13 ,073 ,373 5,638 ,000 
SQ ,352 ,062 ,32 1 5,663 ,000 
IM AGE ,2 17 ,060 ,207 3,630 ,000 
a. Depcndeııt Variab lc: CS 
According to the regress ıon analys is results demo nstrated in Tabl e 4.6 , %65,3 of the 
dependent vari ab le; customer sati sfaction is explained by the independent vari ables; 
corporate image, CSR and service quality. The remaining %34,7 indicates the proportion 
of non-including variables in thi s model. Simi larly, as in the previous model, there is no 
meaningful differences between R squared and adjusted R squared. F value (F= 151 ,896) 
in the second part of Table 4.6 specifı es that the model is s i gnifıcant at every !eve! (sig.= 
,000). in thi s model which aims to exp lain Customer sati sfacti on with CSR, Perci eved 
service quality and corporate image, CSR (Beta= ,373 ) has the hi ghest beta value 
according to th e beta va lues of other va ri ab les. O n the other hand , Durbin Watson 
coeffıci ent shows there is no autoco rrelati on (DW=2,080). 
in thi s model , s ignifi cancc va lues (sig.= ,000) specify that the re lat io nship among 
independent variablcs; corporate image, CSR, service quality and dependent variab le; 
customer sati sfaction arc sta ti stically s ignificant (s ig= ,000). Here, ali indcpendent 
variab les arc positi vcly associated with dependent variab le. The outcomes support 1-13 , 
1-14 and 1-1 5. T hus, corporatc image, CSR and service quality have a positi vc effect on 
customer sat isfacti on. Addit ionall y, the fact that CS R has the highest partial coefficient 
va lue demonstrates that it has a stronger positive impact on customer sati sfaction 
compared to service quality and corporate image. 
Table 4.7 T he Regression Analys is Between customer satisfacti on, corporate ımage, 
serv ice qu ality, corporate social responsibility and loyalty 
Variables Entered!Removedb 
Model Variables Eııterccl Variab lcs Reıııovecl Mctlıocl 
1 es, IMAGE, SQ, CSR" En ter 
-
a. Ali req ucstcd va ri ab lcs cııtercd . 
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Va riables Entered/Removedb 
Model Yari abl es Eııtcred Yari ablcs Rcıııo vecl M etlı od 
1 CS, IMAGE, SQ, CSRa Eııter 
-
a. Ali requ ested va ri abl es eıı tered. 
b. Depeıı deııt Yariabl c: LOY AL TY 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square Acljustecl R Squ arc Stcl. Error of tlı c Es t iınat e Durbiıı-Wa tsoıı 
1 ,sn• ,76 1 ,757 ,44039 1,967 
-
a. Predictors: (Co ıı s t a ııt ) , e s , lMAGE, SQ, CS R 
b. Depeııd eııt Yari ablc: LOY AL TY 
Model S uın of Squarcs cif Mcan Sq uare F Sig 
1 R cg rcss i o ıı 146,338 4 36,584 188,638 ,ooo• 
R cs idu ;ıl 45 ,964 237 , 194 
To ı :ıl 192 ,3 02 24 1 
a. Prcdi ctors: (Co ıı s ı a ııı ) , CS, IMAGE, SQ, CSR 
b. Dcpcııdc ıı ı Y:ı r i ablc : LOY AL TY 
Coefficients• 
Model S ı a ıı d ; ı rcl i zcd 
U ıı s tanda rdi zcd CocHi c i c ııt s Coc rti c i c ıı t s 
B Stcl . Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (eo ıı s ta ııt ) -,30 1 , 166 -1 ,807 ,072 
CS R ,307 ,069 ,26 1 4 ,434 ,000 
SQ -,040 ,059 -,035 -,688 ,492 
IMAGE , 127 ,055 , 11 4 2,325 ,02 1 
es ,63 1 ,058 ,595 10,974 ,000 
a. Depeııclcııt Yari ablc: LOY AL TY 
Table 4.7 shows that % 75,7 of the dependent vari abl e; loyalty is ex pl ained by the 
independent vari abl es; corporate image, CSR, service quality and customer satisfaction . 
T he remaining %24,3 specifı es the share of vari ab les that weren' t included in the model. 
F value (F= 188,638) in the second pa ıi of Table 4 .7 shows that the model is s i gnifı cant 
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at every !eve! (sig.= ,000) . Durbin Watson coefficient indicates that there ı s no 
autocoıTelation in this model (DW= 1,967) . 
Coeffıcients part ofTab le 4.7 shows that CSR, corporate iınage and custoıner satisfaction 
have a positi ve effect on loyalty, and relationship with each independent variable and 
dependent variable found stati stica ll y sign i fıcant because of signifıcance values were 
s ınaller than 0,05. However, considering the beta values, custoıners satisfaction has the 
highest score (Beta= ,595), and it is followed by the beta value of CSR (Beta = ,26 1). 
However, service quality has a negative beta va lue (Beta= ,035) . Beyond, according to 
the regression anaylsis results, service quality and loyalty found statistically insignifıcant 
(s ig.>0,05). 
Therefore, whi le H6, H7 and H9 are accepted, H 8 is rej ected . So, corporate iınage, C SR 
and custoıner sati sfacti on have a direct and pos iti ve effect on loyalty. However, service 
qua lity has a negative effect o n loyalty. When "stepwi se" ınethod was appl ied to the 
regress ion analys is in the model th at loyalty was depcnd ent variable, service quality was 
found stati sticall y insignifi cant and remo ved froın the model. Following T able 4 .8 
summari ze the tests of hypoth eses; 
Table 4.8 T est Results of the Hypoth eses 
Hypotheses Results 
Hypothes is 1: CSR proj ects ha ve a positi ve effect on corporate image Accepted 
Hypothesis 2: Service quality hasa pos iti ve effect on corporate image Accepted 
f-Iypothesis 3: Corporate image has a pos it ive effect on customer sa tisfaction Accepted 
Hypothes is 4: CSR projects have a positi ve effect on customer satisfact ion Accepted 
Hypothesis 5: Service qua lity has a pos iti ve effect on customer satisfaction Accepted 
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Hypothesis 6: Corporate i ınage hasa pos it ive effect on loya lty Accepted 
Hypothesis 7: CSR projects have a positive effect on loyalty Accepted 
Hypothesis 8: Service quality has a pos itive effect on loya lty Rejected 
Hypothesis 9: Custo ın e r satisfaction hasa positive effect on loyalty Accepted 
4.5. Customers' CSR Perception and Expectation 
This study also aims to comprehend Turki sh bank customers' perception and expectati on 
about corporate social responsibil ity. in this part of the research, bank customers were 
wanted to choose appropri ate ranki ng whi ch can refl ect their opion to the express ions. 
Here, whether CSR projects are important and reli abl e or not in the view of customers 
were questi oned . Additiona ll y, they were asked whether they beli eve that banks' CS R 
project will increase or not. The resu lts ga ined from the fı e l d research are sum mari zed in 
the fo llowing Table 4.9 . 
Table 4.9 Customers ' Pcrccption and Expectation abo ut CSR Projects 
CSR proj ccts deve loped Soc ia l responsibil ity The diversity and 
by the banks are projects ofthe banks are preva lancy of the banks ' 
important on ly for showing off CSR projects will be 
increased 
Va lid 
Freq uency Va li d Percent Frequency Va li d Percent Frequency Percent 
S tro ngly Disaggree 2 0,8 26 10,7 8 3,3 
Disaggree 5 2,1 69 28 ,5 o o 
Neither Agree nor 6 2,5 61 25 ,2 46 19 
Disagree 
Agree 85 35 , 1 40 16,5 108 44,6 
Strongly Agree 144 59,5 46 19 80 33 , 1 
Total 242 100 242 100 242 100 
The answers gained from the fıe l d research showed that 59,5% of 242 respondent beli eve 
that banks' CSR projects are rea ll y impoıiant , and 35, l % of them think these projects are 
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important. Merely, 6 respondents stated that they are not sure about the expression and 
littl e part of ali responclents who represents totally 2,9% indicated that they don't believe 
that CSR projects clevelopecl by the banks are irnpoıiant. 
Evaluating the answers given to the second question, totally 39,2% of the respondents 
consider that banks don ' t execute their social responsibility projects with the purpose of 
only show. On the other hand, ambivalents and those who thought social responsibility 
projects of the banks were onl y for showing off cornprise 60,7% proportion of the 
respondents. As stated before, the !ast staternent in this part was related to CSR 
expectation of the customers. The biggest proportion belongs to those who are agree with 
the expression of " the diversity and prevalancy of the banks' CSR projects wil l be 
increased", this group represent 44,6% of ali respondents. Additionaly, 33, 1 % of the 
respondents are strongly agree with this expression. Fina ll y, 3,3% of thern have the 
negative opinion about thc given expression. 
4.6. CSR Preferences of thc Respondents 
üne of the aims of thi s study is to understand and measure customers' preferences about 
banks ' CS R projects th at rnay reshape banks' perspective in this fıeld. Therefore, at the 
enci of the questionnairc, 242 respondents were asked to choose and weight given social 
responsibility applicati on topics optionall y. These main application topics were selected 
by considering cuıTent and comrnon CSR projects, not only implemented by the banks, 
but also by other companies. 
Furthermore, beyond the project types given in the questionnaire, respondents also had 
the opportunity to state their own opinion about the CSR projects. The answers can be 
seen in the Tab le 4.1 O Customers ' Prefences about CSR Projects. 
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Table 4.10 Customers ' Preferences about CSR Projects (Weighted by Likert Scale) 
Likert Sca le 1 * 2* 3* 4* 5* Total 
Valid Va lid Valid Valid Valid Respond 
Frequenc y/Valid Percent 
CSR for renewable energy 
CSR for afforesting 
CSR for organic 
agriculture 
CSR for education 
CSR for natura! disaster 
CSR for sport 
CSR for disabled people 
CSR for women labor 
CSR for culture and art 
CSR for historical artifact 
1 *Not at ali irnportant 
2*U ııiınportaııı 
3*Ncitlıcr agrcc nor di sagrcc 
4* Jrnportant 
5*Ccr ı a i ııl y iıııportan ı 
Freq. 
6 
2 
8 
3 
4 
8 
3 
6 
1 
2 
Pct. Freq. Pct. Freq. 
3,5 o o o 
0,8 o o o 
4,9 o o o 
1,4 o o o 
2 o o o 
4,9 o o o 
1 ,5 o o o 
3,4 o o o 
0,6 o o o 
1 ,2 o o 1 
Pct. Freq. Pct. Freq. Pc t. 
o 16 9,2 151 87,3 
o 8 3,3 188 77 ,7 
o 25 15,3 130 79,8 
o 10 4,8 197 93 ,8 
o 13 6,5 183 91,5 
o 26 16 129 79,1 
o 13 6,5 184 92 
o 26 14,7 145 81,9 
o 28 17,3 133 82 ,1 
0,6 24 14,4 140 83 ,8 
2 1 O of 242 respondents weighted their CS R preferences on educat ional projects, while 
162 of them answerecl fo r culture ancl art proj ects. Accord ing to the results, it can be sa id 
that respondents at taclı importance to ed ucati onal CS R proj ects mostl y. Additional ly, the 
projects focused on cli sabl ed people and natura) di saster were equall y weighted by the 
respondents as well as CS R projects for organic agriculture and spoıi . The other 
outstanding project type is affo resting that bank customers attached importance. 
Generall y, respondents· eva luation on CSR projects is marked as "certain ly impoıiant" . 
CSR for organic agricu lture and sports were eva luated as "certainly unimpoıiant" by 
nearly 5% of the respondents. Education that is the most frequently chosen projcct was 
weighted as "certainly impoıiant" by 197 respondents, " important" by 1 O respondents 
and finally " not at all unimportant" by 3 of thern . 
173 
198 
163 
210 
200 
163 
200 
177 
162 
167 
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4.7. Comments from the respondents 
in the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to state optionally their comments or 
proposals about bank ' s corporate social responsibility applications if they wished. It is 
thought that these comments or proposals may be useful for further researches and 
projects that could be improved by the banks. So, the comments and proposals came from 
some respondents are summerized below; 
" It is not enough that the Banks ' executing or supporting social responsibility 
projects. For example, if a bank which allocates credit for the massacre in 
Hasankeyf that is a nature and world heritage, that bank can not be acceptable as 
sincere and honest on social responsibility fıeld" . 
"The banks must suppoıi the projects fo r technological, med ical and insurance 
products w ith awards or at kast sem inars in order to illuminate their customers" . 
·'The banks· sponsorshi ps fo r the footba ll teams is important in terms of social 
responsibil ity' ·. 
"The bank which 1 choose to work with must be incentive for innovation 
espaciall y in the fıeld s of research&developments and suppo ıiive for the creating 
ideas and talents ." 
"Banks in Turkey must survey consumers ' perception on social responsibility 
fıeld s much more ever than before, because the more these kinds of researches 
increase the easier banks wi ll understand customers ' social needs ." 
" Social responsibility proj ects developed by the banks must be enhancing public 
ınorality . " 
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CHAPTERS 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The findings and results of the study will be discussed in this chapter. Also, theoretical 
and nıanagerial contributions as well as liınitations of the study will be represented. In 
conclusion, suggestions fo r further research will be mentioned at the end of this chapter. 
5.1. Discussion of the Findings 
The primary purpose of this study was to understand customers perception about banks ' 
CSR proj ects and ascertain the direct effect of CSR on corporate image, custonıer 
satisfacti on and loyalty. On the other hand , the direct effect of service quality which is 
thought as an important indicator to understand bank customers ' sati sfaction, loya lty and 
corporate image was also researched . in order to analyze the links that stated in the 
concep tual model , correlation and regression analysis were utili zed . 
T he fırst hypothesis was tes tcd that CSR projects had a positive effect on corporate 
imagc. Accord ing to the corrcl ation analysis, CS R and corporate image were fo und 
positively related ancl thc link between them was statisticall y sign ifi cant. T he second 
hypothesis proposed that service quality had a positive effect on corporate image. 
Correlat ion analysis showed that these two variable were positively related at the !eve! of 
stati st ica ll y sign ificance. in the regression analysis made in order to explain the 
relationship between CSR, service quality and corporate image showed that both CSR 
and service quality are influential on explanation of corporate image. 
The third hypothesis was proposed to test whether corporate inıage had a posi tive effect 
on customer satisfaction or not. The outcomes of conelation analysis indicated customer 
satisfacti on was positively associated with corporate image. In the fourth hypothesis , 
whether CS R proj ects had a positive effect on customer satisfaction o r not was tested 
carefully. According to the correlation analysis , CSR and customer sati sfaction found 
positi vely correlated at the statistical significance !eve!. Fifth hypothesis suggested that 
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service quality had a positive effect on custorner sati sfaction . The correlation analysis 
confırrned that these two variable were strongly and positively associated. According to 
the regress ion model built for clarifying the rnentioned relationships in the third , fourth 
and fıfth hypotheses, each independent variables ; CSR, service quality and corporate 
irnage were found positively effected on dependent variable; custorner satisfaction at the 
stati sticall y s i gnifıcance !eve!. 
The sixth , seventh, eighth and ninth hypotheses were tested by utilizing correlation and 
regression analysi s to understand the effects of CSR, service quality, corporate irnage and 
custorner sati sfaction on loyalty. The fındings showed that customer satisfaction had the 
greatest positi ve irnpact on explanation of loyalty. Additionally, CSR and corporate 
irnage were fo und positi vely effected on lo yalty. Therefore, sixth , seventh and ninth 
hypotheses were accepted . On the other hand , although service quality found positi vely 
co ITelated with loyalty in correlation analysis, re1:,1Tess ion results revea led that thi s 
re lati onship was stati stica ll y in s i gnifı cant and service quality had a negati ve impact on 
loyalty. Hence, eight hypothes is was rej ected. 
T hi s study also aimed to understand and measurc CSR percepti on and preferences of 
bank custo rners' . Eva luating the results of fı e l d rescarch, most of the customers beli eved 
that the banks' CS R project are important and re li ab le. in addition, there is a common 
ex pectati on about that the CS R projects will beco me widespread and be dive rs ifı ed in the 
future. The fınclings of the fı eld research, also showed that s ignifıcant part of the 
customers attached irnportance at CSR projects on education fı eld . Moreover, di sable 
peo ple, natura! di saster and afforesting are the other remarkable CSR issues that 
customers attach importance. 
Swaen and Chumpitaz (2008) revealed that CSR poli cies could be used as instruments for 
managing consumer perceptions of a company. Likewise, thi s study stressed the 
importance of CSR applications in terms of bank customers ' preferences. According to 
the Strandberg Consulting Report (2002), there is common concensus that bas ic CSR 
systems will become more standardi zed and routine, additionally there will be nıore 
cl arifıcation of what is meant by " real " CSR to di fferentiate it from " cosmetic" CSR. 
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Especiall y in a period when awareness about g lobal climate change is increasing, it 
should be taken into account the risk of the fact t:hat customers beli eve CSR applications 
are "cosmetic", because of the banks on one harııd allocating credits to the projects that 
damaging for the nature, on the other hand creating environmental CSR projects. 
Therefore, as ali companies, the banks must defııne and implement their CSR policies in 
the balanced !ine wi th their business operations. 
To sum up, results shows that the banks' CSR implications have a direct and positive 
effect on corporate image, customer satisfactionı and loyalty. Also, outcornes obtained 
frorn this study revealed that service qual ity is p<0sit ively related to corporate iınage and 
custoıner satisfaction. However, regression analys is resu lts revealed that service quality 
was not effective as it was thought relative to CSR, in order to create loyalty on banks ' 
customers . 
5.2. Theoretical and Managerial Contributions 
With this study, it was aiınecl to be contributed to literature by eınpirically testing the 
relationship between CSR and corporate image, ~ustomer sati sfaction, loyalty as well as 
the relationship between service qualily and corporale iınage, custoıner sati sfaction, 
loya lty. Bcsides, understand ing customers' CSR perception and expectations were the 
other purpose of this study. lt was thought tlı at th ıe find ings of the study will be usefu l for 
both further academic research and managerial innpli cations. Especially, bank customers' 
preferences must be taken into cons ideration by the banks while they choose and 
impleınent their CSR proj ects. Therefore, commeU1ts from custoıners mentioned under 4.7 
will be helpful for subsequently projects and CSR applications. 
As mentioned in the beginning of this study. it sho uldn ' t be ignored that we !i ve in the era 
which both corporations and individuals are in aın intensive interaction with each other. 
Therefore, the projects developed by the corporat ions for benefıt of the society which are 
particularly in the fıeld of education is vital i nı terms of their own sustainabi lity and 
improvement. Corporations which have a vi sion t ıo be existing in the future must take into 
account bequeathing a better world and creating value for next generations as a part of 
their missions. For that reason , while defıning business strategies and corporate goals, 
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consumers ' social awarenesses should be considered and evaluated cautiously by the 
companıes . 
Evaluating in tenns of the banks, it is obvious that service quality is a compulsory factor 
at the point of creating customer satisfaction and loyalty regarding as the great 
progressing in technology field which made the banking transaction easier and more 
accessible. As a final word, it is possible to express that corporate social responsibility 
philosophy has become a strategic too l in creating difference among qualifı ed service 
providers by taking into account the impact of CSR on both corporate image and 
customer satisfaction. 
5.3. Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 
Although this research was designed and conducted carefu ll y, it can be menti oned some 
unavo idable limitations. The fırst limitati on is sampling se lection. The fıeld research was 
implemented by on line submitting. in addition , the sampling data were co ll ected from 
city residents and İnternet users. it is poss ibl e to say that the respondents is more 
ed ucated and conscious abo ut social issues relativcly when compared to rural area 
res idents. For that reason, it wou ldn ' t be rea li st ic to generali ze the resea rch results for 
throughout the country. Additionall y, the more heterogeneous and larger sampling groups 
are, the more likely to obta in different consequences . 
This study essenti all y was conducted to research the impact of CSR on corporate image, 
customer satisfaction and eventuall y loyalty and so, a conceptual model was built to 
measure the relati onship amo ng these variables. Beyond thi s construct, the impact of 
CSR on competition among Turkish banks may be a subj ect of future research or the 
current conceptual model examined in this study may be improved by including 
competition as a dependent variab le. 
While there are pl enty of researches on the link between fınancial perform ance and CSR 
in the literature, research about thi s link is stili limited specifically related to Turkish 
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banking sector. in the literature, there are also studies suggesting that there is a positive 
relationship between customer loyalty and fınancial performance. For example, the 
results ofa research on retail banking customers and held by Hallowell (1996) revealed 
that custorner satisfaction and loyalty affected profıtability. So, it should be investigated 
CSR effect on fınancial performance in Turkish banking sector both directl y and 
indirectl y via customer Joyalty. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: Questionnaire-Turkish Version 
6' ooGuş ÜNİVERSİTESİ 
BANKALARIN SOSYAL SORUMLULUK PROJELERİNİN MÜŞTERİLER 
ÜZERİNDEKİ ETKİLER İ - ŞUBAT 201 2 
Değerli Katılım c ı , 
Bu anket Doğu ş Üniversitesi i ş l etme (MBA) Yüksek Lisans Program ı dahilinde 
gerçekl eştiril ecek olan tez ça l ı şmas ınd a kull anı lmak üzere haz ırl anmı ş tır. Bu ça lı şmada 
banka l arın sosyal sorumluluk projelerinin müşteril er üzerindek i etkil erinin ölçülmes i 
amaç l anmaktadır. Anketim iz yaklaş ık 30 dak i kanı z ı a l acaktır. 
Bu ankete vereceğini z cevaplar bilimsel aç ı dan çok değerli o l acaktır. Ancak çalı şmanın 
verimliliği için tüm sorul arı eksiksiz yanıtl amanı z çok önemlidir. Bu ankete 
paylaşacağınız tüm bilgi ler gizli tutu lacak ve sadece akademik amaçla kullanıl acaktır. 
Katılımınız ve katkılarını z için teşekkür ederi z. 
Sema Güner 
sematuncguner@gmai 1 .com 
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l.Lütfen en s ık çalı ş tı ğın ı z 3 bankayı beliıiini z. (en sık çalı ş tı ğ ını z banka 1. sırada olacak 
şekilde) 
1 .. ........ . ....... . ...... . .... ... . . .. . 
2 .. . .. . . ........... . ... .... . ..... .. . .. . 
3 ... . ..... . . .... ... ·· ····· · ···· . . . .... . . . 
2.Lütfen aşağıdaki so ruları yukarıda en s ı k kullandığını zı belirtti ğini z bankayı düşünerek 
i şaretleyini z. 
Kesinlikle 
Katılmıyorum 
>-----------·--- • -• - - -- -••• •• -M•···---------·--...--•·••·------------·----------· 
Faaliyet gösterdi ği bö lgelerde sosyal ve kültü rel 
aktiviteleri (sanat, kültür, spor . .. ) destekler. 
İnsa ni yard ım faa liyetlerini destekler. 
-D~ğa l kaynakların kullan ımında tasa rrufiu davra nır. 
r- ·-- - --
1 Hizmet üretim sürecinde çevre dostu olmaya özen 
1 • • • 
gosterır. 
Uriliı :;e hi zmetl erin i mümkün o l duğunca ekolojik olarak 
tasarlar. 
Ürün ve hizmet kompoz i syo nl a rı yla il gili müşterilerine 
doğru ve eksiks iz bilgi sağlar. 
ıo 
ıo 
ıO 
ıO 
ı o 
ıo 
Ça lı şa nl a rı na cinsiyet, din ve etnik ayrım yapmaksız ı n 
1 
O 
adil davranır. 
Çalı şan hak larını korur. 
-
Ça lı şan la rının sağlı k ve güvenliğ ini temin eder 
Tüketici haklarını (satın alma sonra s ı 
garantiler, bilgi) gözetir. 
-------------- ··--w ... -
hizmet ler, 
ıo 
ıO 
ıO 
ıO 
20 
20 
20 
20 
Kesinlikle 
Kat ılı yorum 
sO 
-----·--
sO 
sO 
sO 
40 sO 
30 40 sO 
-----
30 40 sO 
~------·- -
30 40 so 
30 40 sO 
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Müşterilerine adil davranır. 
Yürürlükte olan kanu~1 -ve düzenle~nelere uygun hareket 
eder. 
ıo 
ıo 
Ban.kanın fiz iksel ortamı (Şube, ATM, Kiosk vb.) ıO 
kalitelidir. 
Çal ı şan l a r sunulan hi~metler hakkında bilgilidir. ıo 
Banka, herhangi bir p r; blem olu ştuğunda iyi bir hizmet ıO 
almayı ko l ay l aş t ı racak şekilde organize olmuştur. 
li;alışanl ar ; ş J enne pr;Jfcsyonelce ve özvenyl~ ~ak~1:rlar 1 ı:::: 
Genel olarak, etkil eş imim banka çal ı şa nl a rıyla 
mükemmeldir. ıo 
Banka seç imimden mutluyum. ı o 
1 Bu banka ile ça lı şara k en doğru tercihi yaptığıma 1 O ina n ı yorum . 
Genel olarak, ba nka tercih kararımdan memnunum. 
Bu ba nka ile ça lı şmaya deva m edeceğim . 
1 
r Ça lı ş tı ğ ı m ba nkay ı başka l a rına tavsiye ederim. 
f-ı3;şka .. banka ı a rın fa iz oranları ve komis~onıarı ci aha -~azip 
olsa ela bankamla ça lı şmaya devam ederım . 
1 
1 
! Ça lı ştığım banka, Türk Bankacıl ı k Sektörüne yön veren 
bir bankadır . 
1 Bu banka, i s tikrarlı ve köklü bir bankadır. 
' 
- Yenilikçi ve ileriye dönük bir bankad ır. 
Olumlu bir imajı vard ır. 
- -·---
ı o 
ı o 
ı o 
ı o 
ıo 
ı o 
ıo 
ıo 
20 40 so 
20 sO 
20 40 so 
20 40 sO 
40 so 
40 so 
20 sO 
20 40 so 
20 40 sO 
20 sO 
sO 
20 sO 
20 so 
20 so 
20 40 sO 
20 40 sO 
20 40 so 
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3. Lütfen aşağıdaki so rul a rı size en uygun seçeneğ i i şaretl eyerek yanıtl ayını z. 
-- ·- -- ---------------
Banka l a rın sosya l sorum luluk projeleri 
geli ştirmesi önemlidir. 
Banka l arın sosyal sorumlulu k projeleri gösteriş 
içindi r 
Ön ümüzdek i y ı il arda Bankal a rı n sosyal 
Kesinlikle 
Katılmı yorum 
ı o 
10 
sorumluluk projerinin çeş itli ğ i ve yaygın l ı ğ ı 1 O 
a rtacaktır. 
Kesinli kle 
Katılı yorum 
sO 
sO 
sO 
4.Ça lı ş tı ğ ını z ba nkanın aşağıd ak i ko nularda sosya l sorumlul uk projeleri ge li ş ti rmes i sizin 
için ne derece önemlidir? 
-· 
1 Yenilenebil ir ene ıJı kayna kl a rın a yönelik 
yat ırım l a rı destekl emesi. 
1 Ağaç l and ı rma ve çevrenın korunmas ına yönelik 
yat ırı m l arı destek lemesi. 
fü rgani k ta r~ı g~ İiştirmeye 
desteklemes i. 
yöneli k projeleri 
Eğitim faaliyetlerine destek vem1esi. 
Doğa l afetlerden etkil enmi ş insanlara destek 
ven11 es ı. 
Spora ve sporculara destek vermesi . 
Hiç önemli değ i l 
ı o 
10 
ı O 
ıO 
ıO 
ıO 
. - --------------
Engellilere yönelik projelere destek veımes i . ı O 20 30 
----~·- ~- ' _,_ ---
1
, Kadın emeğının ge li ş tirılmes ıne yönel ı k projelere 1 O 20 30 
Çok 
önemi i 
sO 
sO 
sO 
40 sO 
sO 
sO 
sO 
sO destek vermesi. l Kültüıe l ve s~mtsa l f:ahyct l ~ıc ~s'.ek veımesı . -ıo-- _20 __ 30 --4-~- sO 
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--~-·---···-~--·~-·------ - -
Tarihi eserlerin korunmasına destek veıınesi. 
Diğer (Belirtiniz) . ... . .... . ... . .. ....... . . ....... .... ...... .. ...... . 
..__ ____ -
1 Yaş 
18-28 O 
1 Cinsiyet 
Kadın D 
Eğitim Durumu 
Okur yazar D 
Lisansüstü D 
29-39 D 4o-5o D 
Erkek D 
İ lkoku l D Ortaokul/İ l köğretim D 
Aylık Ortalama Geli r 
51 ve üzeri D 
Li se D Ün iversite D 
0-999 TL D 1000-1 999 TL D 2000-2999 TL D 3000-3999 TL D 
4000 TL ve üzeri D 
Çalı şma Durumu 
Ücret li Ça lı şanD Serbest Meslek D Emekli D Çalışm ı yor D Öğrenc i D 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire-English Version 
D0«3UŞ ÜNİVERSiTESi 
THE IMP ACT OF BANKS' CSR PROJECTS ON CUSTOMERS- FEBRUARY 
2012 
Dear Respondent, 
This questionnaire foıın has been prepared fo r my master thes is for Doğuş Uni versity 
Department of Business Adm inistration Grad uate (MBA) Program . This survey aims to 
measure the impact of banks' CSR projects on customers. Answering the questionaire 
will take yo ur approximately 30 minutes . 
A ll responses you give to the questionnaire will be scie ntifı ca ll y very precious . On the 
other hand , it is very important to answer a li questi ons, so please don' t skip any 
questions. A li infoıınation you sharecl will be kept confıdenti a ll y ancl used for onl y 
acaclernic purposes. 
T hank you fo r your participati on ancl contributions. 
Sema Güner 
sematuncguner@gmail .com 
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1. Please state three banks which you work with most frequently. (The most preferred 
bank must be written in the fırst line) 
1 ... . .. . ... ... .. . . .. .... ... . . . ........ . 
2 .......... . ..... . .... .... . .. . ..... . .. . 
,., 
.) ..... . .. .... ............. ...... .... .... . 
Please answer the following questions by choosing the number that best reflects your 
opinion. Please rank the statements from 1 to 5. 
2. Please answer the fo llowing questions, thinking your first bank that you stated above. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Agree 
·-------· ··---------------------------·--·----·-----------------! 
This bank supports social and cultural activities 
(arts, cu lture, sports) in the region where it operates 
- - -·~---
This bank supports humanitari an cause(s) 
1 
This . bank reduces its consurnption of natu ra! 
sou rces 
1 
t 
1
. This bank rnakes its procluction process more 
environmenta ll y friendly 
- -
ıD 
ı o 
ı D 
This bank makes its proclucts as ecological as 
1 
D 
possib le 
- -
Th is bank provicles consumers with accurate 
information about products ' composition 
- -- -- - -- - - - - - - - --- --- - - -
This bank treats workers fair ly irrespective of 
gender and etl111ic or religious backround 
·- - ----
This bank protects employee rights 
T his bank guarantees employees ' health and safety 
Thi s bank looks after consumers' rights (in terms of 
afte r-sa les services , guarantees, information) 
T his bank creates jobs 
ıo 
ıo 
ı o 
ı o 
ıD 
ı D 
sD 
sD 
sD 
sD 
sD 
sD 
sD 
sD 
sD 
sD 
sD 
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This -bank treats customers fa irl y ıo so 
------ -·---------------ı 
1 This bank acts in accorda;ce with current laws and 
1 
legislation 
J would rate this bank ' s pyhsical environment 
high ly. 
1 Em ployees at this bank are knowledgeable about 
ı their services. 
Th is bank i~-o-;:ga nized ;;-as-to make it easy to get a 
good service when problems occur. 
- - ------ -
Th is bank· s employees approach thei r work wi th 
professiona lism and dedication 
Overa ll , I wou ld s~y -the quality of my interaction 
with this bank's employees is exce llent. 
--
l ' ın happy about my dec is ion to choose thi s bank. 
I be lieve l dicl the right thing when l usecl thi s bank. 
Overa ll , I'm sat i sfıecl with the decision to use this 
bank. 
ıo 
ı o 
ı o 
ı o 
ı O 
ı O 
ı O 
ı O 
ıo 
ı w ill go on using this bank. ı O 
I recommencl this bank to people. 
1 
O 
-
-
--
Even if the other banks ' interest rates ancl 
commission were more convenient bi lling, 1 wou lcl 1 O 
go on working with this bank . 
. Tlıis. b;nk is. a l e~-cli~g fırı~ in the Turkish Banking 
Sector. 
This bank is stable ancl firmly establishecl. 
This bank is innovative ancl forwa rd- look ing . 
ıo 
ıO 
ıO 
20 
20 
20 
---------------
so 
sO 
so 
so 
sO 
sO 
sO 
sO 
so 
sO 
so 
so 
so 
so 
sO 
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I This bank hasa positive imag~.-- ıo so 
3. Please answer the following questions by choosing the number from 1 to 5 that best 
reflect your opinion. 
--------------- ·-· --
I CSR projects developed by the banks are important 
1 Social responsibility projects of the banks are only 
for showing off 
The diversity and prevalancy of the banks' CSR 
: proj ects wi ll be increasec!. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
ıo 
ıO 
ıo 
Strongly 
Agree 
sO 
sO 
sO 
4 . How impo rtant is it that the bank you work with develop proj ect o n the fol lo wing 
issues? 
Not At Ali Important Very J mportant 
Supporting the in vestment s on renewabl e energy ı o sO 
, Supporting the investments for protecting ıO 20 30 40 sO ~-e-nvironment a~~fforestati:1 __ ----------------___ ------
Suppoıiing the proj ects for deve loping organıc 
1 agriculture 
ı Suppoıii-~g f~r education 
Supporting fo r people who effected by natura! 
1 di sasters 
ıo 
ıo 
·-- -· - -·-- ··---
Supporting for sport and sportmanship 1 O 
Suppoıiing the proj ects improved for di sab led 
people 
Supporting the projects improved for women 
labour 
ıO 
ıo 
·3tr-
-- - ·-
30 
30 
sO 
40 - so 
so 
·-·----- sö-40 
---
40 sO 
40 so 
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r S~pp;rtiı~g-[;-;:-~-~ltural ;~t i vi ti es -~rt---- 1 o 20 
l supporti~f~r rr-;tecting 11~;;-ica ı artifacts ı O=c-- --20=----3=0=--- -4=0=-- --=so 
[o~er _(P~~as~~ate) ···· ·- - -~= - ····· ·· · ·· ·· · ··· ···· · ··· ·_· _·· _··_··-------------
1 Age 
18-28 c::: 29-39 D 4o-5o D 51 and above O 
1 Gender 
Feınal e O MateO 
Education 
Literate O 
Bachclor O 
Elern entary Schoo l O Secondary School O High School O 
Master Or Doctorate O 
A verage Month ly lnco rn e Levcl 
0-999 TL D 1 000- 1 999 TL D 2000-2999 TL D 3000-3999 TL D 
4000 TL and more O 
Occupation 
Pri vate Sector O Self-Employed O Retired O Unemployed O Student O 
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Appendix 3: The Regression Analysis Between CSR, service quality and corporate 
image (Stepwise method) 
Variables Entered/Removed" 
Model Va ri ables Vari ables 
Entered Removed Method 
1 Stepwise (Criteri a: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= ,050, Probabil ity-of-F-to-remove >= 
CSR ,100). 
2 Stepwise (Criteri a: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= ,050, Probabi lity-of-F-to-remove >= 
SQ ,100). 
a. Dependent Va riable: IMAG E 
M d 1 S o e ummary 
Model Adjusted R Std. Error of the 
R R Sauare Square Estimate 
1 ,738a ,544 ,543 ,54302 
2 ,746b ,557 ,553 ,53676 
a. Predictors: (Constant) , CSR 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSR, SQ 
ANOVAC 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sia. 
1 Regression 84,575 1 84 ,575 286 ,821 .ooo• 
Residual 70,769 240 ,295 
Tota l 155,344 241 
2 Regression 86,485 2 43 ,243 150 ,088 ,OOOb 
Residua l 68,859 239 ,288 
Total 155,344 241 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSR 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSR, SQ 
c. Dependent Variable: IMAGE 
10 1 
Coefficients• 
Model Standardized 
Unstandardized Coeffi cients Coefficients 
B Std. Error Beta t Sio . 
1 (Constant) 1,357 ,176 7,731 ,000 
CSR ,779 ,046 ,738 16,936 ,000 
2 (Constant) 1, 171 ,188 6,234 ,000 
CSR ,653 ,067 ,618 9,735 ,000 
so '171 ,066 ,163 2,575 ,011 
a. Dependent Variable: IMAGE 
Excluded Variablesb 
Model Coll inearity 
Partial Statisti cs 
Beta in ı Siq. Correlation Tolerance 
1 SQ , 163a 2,575 ,011 ,164 ,460 
a. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), CSR 
b. Dependent Va ri able: IMAGE 
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Appendix 4: The Regression Analysis Between corporate image, service quality, 
CSR and customer satisfaction (Stepwise method) 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model Variables Va ri ables 
Entered Removed Method 
1 Stepwise (Criteria: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= ,050, Probability-of-F-to-
CS R remove >= ,100). 
2 Stepwise (Criteria : Probability-of-F-to-enter <= ,050, Probability-of-F-to-
SQ remove >= , 100). 
3 Stepwise (Criteri a: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= ,050, Probabili ty-of-F-to-
IMAGE remove >= , 100). 
a. Dependent Variable: CS 
M d 1 S o e ummary 
Model Adjusted R Std. Error of 
R R Square Square the Estimate 
1 ,76 1a ,580 ,578 ,54696 
2 ,799b ,638 ,635 ,50883 
3 ,810c ,657 ,653 ,49634 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSR 
b. Predictors: (Constant) , CSR, SQ 
c. Predictors: (Constant), CSR, SQ, IMAGE 
ANOVAd 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sio. 
1 Regression 99,096 1 99,096 331,243 ,oooa 
Residual 71,799 240 ,299 
Total 170,895 241 
2 Regression 109,01 6 2 54,508 210,529 ,OOOb 
Residual 61,879 239 ,259 
Total 170,895 241 
3 Reg ression 11 2,262 3 37,42 1 151,896 ,OOOc 
Residual 58,633 238 ,246 
Total 170,895 241 
a. Predictors: (Constant) , CSR 
b. Predictors : (Constant), CSR, SQ 
l 03 
c. Predictors: (eonstant), eSR, SQ, IMAGE 
d. Dependent Variable: es 
Coefficients" 
Model Standardized 
Unstandardized eoefficients eoefficients 
B Std . Error Beta t S i çı. 
1 (eonstant) ,790 ,177 4,472 ,000 
eSR ,844 ,046 ,761 18,200 ,000 
2 (eonstant) ,367 ,178 2,063 ,040 
esR ,555 ,064 ,50 1 8,729 ,000 
SQ ,389 ,063 ,355 6,190 ,000 
3 (eonstant) '11 3 ,187 ,604 ,546 
eSR ,413 ,073 ,373 5,638 ,000 
sa ,352 ,062 ,32 1 5,663 ,000 
IMAGE ,2 17 ,060 ,207 3,630 ,000 
a. Dependent Variabl e: CS 
Excluded Variablesc 
Model eolli nearity 
Partial Statisti cs 
Beta in t Siq. eorre lation Tolerance 
1 SQ ,355a 6,190 ,000 ,372 ,460 
IMAGE ,260a 4,349 ,000 ,271 ,456 
2 IMAGE ,207b 3,630 ,000 ,229 ,443 
a. Predictors in the Model: (eonstant), esR 
b. Predictors in the Model: (eonstant}, eSR, SQ 
c. Dependent Va ri able: es 
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Appendix 5: The Regression Analysis Between customer satisfaction, corporate 
image, service quality, CSR and loyalty (Stepwise method) 
Variables Entered/Removed" 
Model Variables Variables 
Entered Removed Method 
1 Stepwise (eriteria: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= ,050 , Probability-of-F-to-remove >= 
es ,100). 
2 Stepwise (eriteria: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= ,050 , Probabi lity-of-F-to-remove >= 
eSR ,100). 
3 Stepwise (eriteri a: Probabi lity-of-F-to-enter <= ,050 , Probability-of-F-to-remove >= 
IMAGE ,100). 
a. Dependent Variable: LOYAL TY 
M d 1 S o e ummary 
Model Adjusted R Std. Error of the 
R R Souare Square Estimate 
1 ,846a ,716 ,715 ,47699 
2 ,869b ,755 ,753 ,44376 
3 ,872c ,761 ,757 ,43990 
a. Predictors: (eonstant), es 
b. Predictors: (eonstant), es , e SR 
c. Predictors: (eonstant). e s. eSR, IMAGE 
M d 1 S o e ummary 
Model Std . Error of the 
R R Souare Adiusted R Souare Estimate 
1 
,846a ,71 6 ,715 ,47699 
2 
,869b ,755 ,753 ,44376 
3 
,872c ,761 ,757 ,43990 
a. Predictors: (eonstant}, es 
b. Predictors: (eonstant), es , eSR 
c. Predictors: (eonstant), es , eSR, IMAGE 
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Coefficients" 
Model Standardized 
Unstandardized eoeffi cients eoefficients 
B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (eonstant) '181 ,147 1,227 ,221 
e s ,898 ,036 ,846 24,601 ,000 
2 (eonstant) -,188 ,149 -1 ,260 ,209 
es ,651 ,052 ,614 12,428 ,000 
esR ,359 ,058 ,305 6,187 ,000 
3 (eonstant) -,330 '161 -2 ,057 ,041 
es ,618 ,054 ,582 11,450 ,000 
eSR ,290 ,065 ,247 4,477 ,000 
IMAGE '124 ,054 '112 2,284 ,023 
a. Dependent Variable: LOYAL TY 
Excluded Variablesd 
Model eollinea rity 
Partial Statistics 
Beta in t Sig . eorrelation Tolerance 
1 eSR ,305a 6,187 ,000 ,372 ,420 
SQ ,096a 1,936 ,054 '124 ,478 
IMAGE ,213a 4,728 ,000 ,292 ,537 
2 SQ -,026b -,519 ,604 -,034 ,397 
IMAGE '11 2b 2,284 ,023 '146 ,422 
3 SQ -,035c -,688 ,492 -,045 ,395 
a. Predictors in the Model: (eonstant), es 
b. Predictors in the Model: (eonstant), es , eSR 
c. Predictors in the Model : (eonstant}, e s , e SR, IMAGE 
d. Dependent Variable: LOYAL TY 
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